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VOL. XXI. NO.165

HAYWOOD TELLS
ABOUT HIS CASE

•

PADUCAH. KY.. FRI DAY EVENING. JULY 121907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

Denies Every Statement of
Harry Orchard Against Him

OF

MURDER STORY.

ODD FELLOWS VOTE AMBITIOUS PLAN
ON SELLING LOTS
FOR NEXT FALL

V.A.11,NIE

More Entries and Better Contests tot
Boise, July
12.- William
D.
Lightning struck four men at the
Prizes Are Assured the AssoHaywood Wag again on the stand toNot for two months, probably, will
Paducah Dry Docks yesterday afterciation,
EPIDEMIC
AROIND
ML'BRAY.
MAV
MOVE
day in his own defense. It is doubtPartly cleudy topflight, Saturday the work of paving Broadway
BUILDING
OVER.
noon at 4 o'clock during the thunand Jet
ful if cross-examination
will begin fair and warmer. Highest tempera- ferson street from Ninth street to the
der shower, None was seriously inbefore tomorrow. Haywood has made ture yesterday, 91; lowest today, 87. Illinois Central
jured, but all were floored by the
crossings be undera star witness for himself, being a
taken. This contract has to await
bolt. The lightning was attracted by
Nlaylieid Street Car Ennwhise,
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows last WHAT PEOPLE WILL WITNESS.
shade more convincing than Moyer
the sewer connections In the two
Mayfield, Ky., July 12.-(Special) the steel tools in the hands of Dick night voted to sell off a lot front the
GLAD HE CAME.
William D. Haywood in his own beblocks, and the sewer connections -Mayor A. J. Watts today sold
to J. Thomason, a foreman; Louis Moss, property at Fifth street and KenNew Vork, July 12.-Explainkalf, in a lengthy narrative of his life
have to await the acceptance of the W. Williams, representing Paducah Will Jordan. and Tom Bass, carpenlag
his
tucky avenue. Ingleside lodge probreasons today for seekand his work as a leader of the minentire system of sewer district, No. capitalists interested in the projected ters.
Horse show plans have gotten to
ing to beeonte an American citiably will follow suit in the next meeters union, that was iiiterrupted by
Feeling a sharp, heavy blow on his
2, by the city.
the stage where four days of unriPaducah Southern railroad, a franzen,
the
ing,
Rev,
but
the
Charles
Aker!,
encampment
voted
the
re:anent. denied guilt of the mur
valled attractions are assured, and
It is believed that the sewer sys- chise for a street ear system in May- right wrist and directly afterward
Imported English minister of the
against it. The county clerk mid
der f Steunenberg and the manifold
the matinee races in the afternoons
tem will be built in 3e days. Then field. The franchise brought $200, It on his right ankle, Louis Moss turned that
Arch
Avenue
Baptist church.
the incorporation papers would
crimes charged against him by Orchduring the horse show season, promIt will be inspected by the city, if covers East and
West Broadway, fiercely on Will Jordan, his supposed be sent to Frankfort the last of
"Rockefellers," dealt
several
this ises to lift
ard.
assailant.
He
saw
Jordan
sprawling
accepted.
Paducah out of obscurity
contracts
College
will
be
street,
let
for
the
public square and
heavy blows at the goventment
week
and
when
returned,
$15,
03(04)
in
wood's testimony was chiefly
in this line, to a position that w.11
.7
running laterals from
the sewer the street leading out to the Padu- on his back across a wooden horse, bonds will be issued
of
King
Edward,
which
he
reto pay off the
ch
.cterized by positive denials of
challenge any part of the state to
mains to the property lines along the cah road, giving the company control and Thomason, the foreman and balance
cently forsook. He says he has
d e on the Longfellow buildalLegations made against him by the
Bass, were raising themselves from
surpass, Evidences of a wide-spread
route.
all
the
of
principal
entrances
to
the
always had a eOntenipt, for 'monin
Finrnetmtd5,e0iie
proileeution. He denied that he met
[interest ietathe double events, are
The, laterals will be laid under city. It is understood the ultimate prostrate positions.
archies, the house of !olds, and
spent
to $7
lingtheeu7dit
ii
igill 1an71 coming into the associations'
Orchard until some time after the
Jordan, just previous to
the
contract let by the city for the whole Purpose is to connect the proposial
headdoes not believe in the establishinstalling
a
heating plant and senate quarters in almost
Vindicator explosion, and denied4hat
every mail. Some
work. When Bridges & Son took system velth an interurban traction stroke of lightning, had called Moss tion.
ed church. Moral conditions of
he sent Orchard back to - Cripple
of the prizes offered are larger than
to help him and Moss supposed when
the contract for sewer district, No. 2.
America, he says, are much betC. G. Kelley, one of he trustees of those
Creek to blow up the Independence
he was struck by the bolt, that Joe
offered by any fair or racing
It was stipulated that they should
ter titan of England. He regrets
the
;Three
Links
buildleig,
does not association in the state for similar
station. He denied participating in
clan had thrown a block of wotel at
Prouthrent Farmer's Wife,
make certain connections at a 'special
waiting so long to come to
favorethe
sale of any of the property. events.
the I,yte Gregory murder, and denied
Benton, Ky., July 12.-(Special) him. Moss had no tool in his hand,
price. It was found that this comAmerica.
Owing to the building sitting in the
suggesting or discussing the SteunenH. T. Scurlock. manager of the
pany was binding itself to make con- --Mrs. W. S. Ivey, wife of onePof the but was straining at a timber. Jordan center
of the lot, it makes it difficult
berg murder, He swore that he never
Marion, Ill., racing association and
nections where the low ground made most prominent planters in Marshall had -a brace and bit in 'his hand and to ssell
THE TRUST LAW,
off
part
of
the ground and
gave Orchard any money at any time
fair, the largest in the state of 1111it especially difficult and expensive, county, died of cotnplications Tues- the lightning, according to the other Trustee Kelly
Austin, July 12.-The most
suggests that the build- I'.1
or place for any purpose. He declared
is, with one exception, has been
while other contractors would have day-, at her tome- tour -miles- from men on the docks who saw the oc- ing could
drastic of all anti-trust lawsbe
moved
over
to
the
corthat be never made threats against
currence,
down
played
up and
this
in the city several days negotiating
goes into effect in Texas today.
opportunity to bid on that portion of Benton, on rural route, No. 3. She
ner.
This
would
(met
$5,000
os
mssre
bit until Jordan swag kuocked ba
the governor whom be sald beerewith the matinee club for the manIt provides that any person who
the work out of whfaVmeney coal& was about 5.5syears.oid and itact
iionici make the building more
tint
garded only as he did any politician
agement of the ra-Ce- track during the
shall he deemed guilty of a feloss_ be made The company was released Ill a long time. She is survived by Ward. Thothaison'llad - a saw in his
_
desirable. He thinks the Increase in
hand- -end- his .experience--- -arse
who was being swayed by capitalistic
fly and upon conviction, shall be
--meet. -No aereement trasfroth this lateral contract, and then several children. The -burial was tn
same as Jordan's. Baa's had a crow value in the property will be greater been reached but his proposition is
Influence. He told of a number of
punished by imprisonment in
the city determined to let the con- the family cemetery.
than
the
cost
of
taxes
and
interest,
occasions when he met Orchard in
A fine mare belonging to Mr Berry bar in his hand prizing out rotten
being considered. Secretary George
tin. penitentiary from
two to
tracts for connections as a whole, and
timbers from the towboat Nellie and and thus make it more profitable to ,H. Goodman of the Matinee club has
Denver in an ordinary course of his
ten years.
pro rate the cost among property Dawn, who lives two miles east of
retain all of the ground.
relations with the federatiou, and
Olive, was killed by lightning during was sent reeling from the shock.
a letter from It M. Williams, of
owners.
Where the lightning struck Moss
George A. Pettibone and staid he saw
the
Macon, Ga., manager of the Idle
rain
storm
yesterday
afternoon,
Bridges
Son
but
to
agreed
this,
&
UNWItIrtEN LAW.
on
wrist
the
and
ankle, there are two
Orchard for the last time in August.
Hour Stock farm, inquiring about the
La Plata, Md., July 12.-The
stated that no connections. may be and his son, vele was in the yatd at scars
about an inch and a half long
1lisi3, when Orchard told him he wae
fall horse show. He says he
will
jury in the case of Sirs. Mary
made until their work is accepted by the time, was shocked, hut not hurt. each;
of a whitish color. His leg.was;
going to Alaska, and Haywood said
bring the sense string of horses to
Rowie, and eon, 11111try. charged
the city. The Broadway sewer is
twisted sharply' as the lightning ran
Paducah that carried off honors in
he chided hi tutor deserting his wife
Flux mid Typhoid -Fever.
with killing Hubert Posey, who
laid and ready for connections, but
down from his wrist to ha ankle.'The
Birmingham, Nashville. Montgomery
at Cripple Creek.
Murray,
Ky.
(Special.)-Jul!
12.
betrayed Silas l'iiu'illo Bowie,
they cannot be made until the rest of
and other southern cities. His stock
'
Caloway county doctors are kept Others have no scars as the lightreturned a verdict of acquittal
the sewer Is linisae<1.
ning did not strike their personehut
farm is the largest south of Kentucbusy :mending saaaa
- of AUX. tYPh old
this afternooti after being out
fever and measles, and many citizeni the tools in their:hands.'
tire minutes. The verdict was an
Concrete TIliug,
The dry docks are a peculiarly inare
succumbing. Mr. Vernon Hodge,
In the program of the horse show
unquIlitied indorsement of the
Williamson
viting place for lightning, After the City Physician
consulting
with
is
Yeiser
Mayor
in September given herewith, it is
45
years
highly
old,
respected
a
farm"unwritten law", as the defendCity Engtneer Washington as to the er, residing one mile east of Murray, rain yesterday, the men Were standants' declared they killed Posey
‘N'as Called Just in'Time to shown that the musical drill and
advieability of suggesting that con- died of typhoid fever and was buried ing on the wet docks and all the till,other favorite features of past years,
anti believed they did right.
hers
they
were
handling,
were
wet,
crete thug instead of sewer pipe be at the Bethel cemetery. He leaves
Save Woman From Succumb- will be repeated. The show" will have
Water
is
one
of the best conductors.
used for the undergrouace drainage Iris wife and several children.
only evening events and
last.
TOBACCO BUGS.
The lightning played visibly all up
ing to Pain Killer
of Broadway from the Illinois Cenfour days. September 24-27-Inclusive.
Slyveeter
Mm-it.
Jones,
of
Dyeueclarksaille, Tenn., July 12.and
down
the
steel
rails
of
the
Illitonimitte Will Outshine All
street.
Twenty-fifth
hospital
to
tral
There are many more horses in Paburg, died Wednesday. She leaves a nois
5pecial Held Agent MOrgall, of
Central railroad trestle on the
When the concrete gutters are built,
ducah now than there were last year,
of several children.
ank above 04 dry docks.
Others Entertaining Drum- the United States department of the underground drainage system is family
Interest in fine stock having been
The conaltion of J. Ed Owen, presagriculture, nrriveed today to
Aside from the four men directly JEN\IE LYTTON IS REVIVED.
stimulated by the matinee club, while
ident of the Farmers and Merchants struck
mers of Three States When begin an investigation of the installed. The contract withbutKatterby the bolt, a boy was floored
since bank, is improving. Will Alderson's
the number of horses to come from
John calls for sewer pipe,
flea, beetle and other insects
as he entered the door of the tool
the surrounding cities, will be largthe concrete tiling is manufactured in condition remains serious,
They Meet Here
which have played havoc with
flatboat,
and
men
on
other
parts
of
er. The horse show consequently will
Paducah. Mayor Yelper feels inclined
Slowly
eaccumbing
to
a
large
dose
the tobacco plants this year. Mr.
the
docks
felt the effects of the
to suggest an amendment of the conof morphine, Jennie Lytton, 40 years be of more than state importance. As
Crops Benefited,
lightning,
Morgan Will pursue the investitrace., if the tiling gives as satisfae
old,
12.
Murray,
of North Fourteenth street be- outlined in the meeting of the assoJuly
Ky.,
(Special.)
gation throughout Kentucky and
(YIELD SPEND TEN THOUSAND.
tory service as the other pipe
tween Harrison and Clay streets, was ciation the program for the horse
A fine rain fell here last night !eatTennessiss
found this morning by another inmate show will be as follows:
ing for several hours, and crops have
Tuesday, September 24.
GRAIN MARKET.
of the house. City Physician Harry
been benefited greatly. General crop
BOAT CAPSIZES.
Event, No. 1, 7:30 to 7:45Cincinnati, July 12.- Wheat.
F. Williamson was called and succonditions in the county are fine.
Ten thousand dollars Is what the
Springfield, Ky., July 12.94; torn, 57; oats. 45 1-2.
ceeded after two hours' hard work Grand parade of all horses enterea
More hay will be made this year than
committee appointed to arrange for
1"our members of a cainping s
in relieving her of the poison. The in the night's contests.
has ever been made before, and the
the reception and entertainment of
pally were lii-owned in Little
Event, No, 2, 7:45 to 8:10-Best
be
will
crop
woman is the wife of a hot tamale
fully
tobacco
as
MONEY
as
large
HAS
HOARD
SCHOOL
the Kentucky, Tennessee and MinksHersh Fork today. The boat was
vender, who separated from her sev- pair heavy isarniss horses, mares or
OFF MS NOTES it, was last year.
PAY
TO
sippi Traveling Men's association deoverturned by a sudden swell•
eral mouths ago. She has) been a geldings, shown to two seamed rig,
sires, and plans to raise it have alBide for the year's supply of coal
due to heavy rains. The radium
patient for several
charity
months driven by owner, accompanied by
Trousers,
are
$15.
Containing
Robert
Iluighad,
S.
ready been mapped out. Col. Ben
for -the school buildings, will be opare aliases Nellie Nee, Mary
been
had
In
not
of
amid
the
health three ladies. Horses must be 15 1-2
best
Robert S. Dieguid, a eon of E S.
Wellie is the prime mover, and ways
ened
in a- special meeting of the
taimstock. Jacob rsritoew and a
Slipped From
nder Her- This morning she says she suffered hands or over, to be judged by conprominent
Dingnid,
most
of
the
one
he feels no doubt of success in raisschool
next
board
held
to
be
Tuesday
colored boy.
pain and took the drug to ease formation, style and manners. Horace
evening. Eenongh money has been merehants in Murray. died today of
ing the amount.
man's Pillow, as He Lies great
took the poison about 4:30 60 per cent. equipment and general
She
her.
He
fever.
was
30 years
received from the city to the school Intermittent
'We want to give the 'Knights of
GLIM/1K\ CONTEST.
and
o'clock
was unconscious when appointments 40 per cent; $25, $15,
•
Dreaming
fund since July 1. to pay off the tithe old, and had been an invalid for seevthe Grip' a Deception and•entertainSouth Rend. Ind., July 12.found shortly before 5 o'clock. The $10.
of $6,000 made by the board for May eral years.
ment that they will long remember.
sin additional hone for rest ems
Event, No. 3, 5:10 to 5:45--Mucity physician roweled her shortly
and June 'salaries and running exOur plan is to assess each user-chant
given the ateobas in the,taidsk-'l
drill. Best. couple, best lady,
Ii
o'clock.
before
probably
will
Telephone
note
Preparing
Snit.
penses, and' this
so much per month. In this way
this
den contest
best gentleman. Cups.
monring at
be ordered taken up Tuesday night.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., DIDN'T lAtelE ANYTHING ELSE.
the amount will come in steadily and
Events No. 4, 8:45 to 9:10-Best
South Rend, after their gruell' •
The money frost the state will ilot and Attorney Hal S. Corbett are enRitIOGE PILING COMES •
will not be felt so much by the donlady rider, side saddle. Cup.
ing yesterday. Fifty-six machines
come
preparing
an
answer
the
In
December
when
until
gaged
to
the
In
ors.
FOR OVER ISLAND (MEEK.
Event No, 5, 9:10 to 9:40-Best
left here at 14 o'clock on the
sheriff will make his settiement with injunction snit filed
by the East
"We want to have Third street
M. Herniae, .chanipion sleeper, is
pair roadstess, mares or geldings to
Talk of other
Chicago ruin.
the auditor. It is believed that the Tennessee
Telephone
company
Piling
the
foot
for
that
roped off and give automobile raeaa,
bridge
is
registered at the St. Nicholas hotel.
runabout driver -to be accompanied
desertions a net, today continued
city funds will run the schools until against the city. The answer must be
and will ask the couleel for this conHis room is No. 30, and this morning to span Island creek and over which by lady. Horses. 75 per cent; equipthis morning.
money
received.
slate
is
the
1.
August
by
flied
cession. We want to give the biggest
when he awakened
he says, his the rains of the Nashville, Chatta- ment, 25 per cent: $25. $15. $10.
tire works display ever seen in Patrousers, which he had •Soltled steely- nooga &,St.I.Loulit railroad wit; roach
Event. No., 6. $:40- to 10:10.
AT LUNCHEON.
.
ducah, and will have it on the river.
and placed undei: his Pillow, were the new glass factor) is beginning to Peltifc roidtferb Safirtabour. Horses,
Ray,
12.
Oyster
-PresiJuly
,
decoraUttes,
we
will
In
arrive.
start
coming
slowly
It
is
in
for
As to
S
miesing and with them $184 in bills
dent Itootlevelt entertained
a
early, and it is the 'Hamden of the
and silver. He found the trousers. timber of the length required is
(Continued on page 413
dietinguimhed
guests
of
company
committee to have lights strung
he states, Lu the hall. rifled of their scarce. The piling is front Tennesat luncheon this afternoon, inalong
see
railroad
the
of
tracks
the
along Broadway front First street to
No clew was left by the
cluding Admiral Patron Vainallio.
company. Work will begin probably
Ninth street. We want to outdo
thief.
Japanese
Aoki,
Viscount_
the
to,
iii xt week, as all the piling is expectCairo, and will spare no expanse to
"Delayed five minutes: cause, a arrangement of hand baggage. After
Herman is about it years old and
anibassailor, and kotoki Joncits
The work of
do so"
womait's dress," was the startling rucoestrfully gitildng the desired heat hails from Russellville. He travels ed to be here by then
the mikado's inspector of navel
construction will begin on the oppoThe aseociatien will meet in Pas
end unusual report filed in the office she Nettled down 'for a few tulles
Nebraska
t
of
for
a
dianticoncern
construction. Congretamutto Parducat in June, 1908.
of Supt. W..1. Hills, of the local N. ride. At Oaks Station she gathered facturing floor
brushes. He had site side of the stream from the city.
sons, Assistant Secretery
of
Another feature of the entertainC. & St. L. depot. At Benton yester- up her belongings to leave the train tieee here live days when he went to
Baron,
and
and
Mee.
Mr,
Slate
ment of the traveling men's anemiaTwo Horse* Shipped.
day a Woman of ample proportions With her arms well filled eibe started his room last night. and, leaving the
stamen.
floe will be a band contest. The corn
Helen Gone and Dick Pachen, two
boarded the train due into Paducah down the aisle There was a ripping door open, retired. Hie vest,
ntainmittee will offer a $50 prize, enough
Mr. Fred Beyer, a ['latrine:ea Gerat 1 o'clock p. m. She took unusual sound as her dregs caught in a seat ing his fine gold watch, was tt dis- of the Dr. Ruckerat string of horses
TRUST MEN.
to draw the best bends in this and
from Ballard county, were shipped man farmer residing seven miles
precaution to crowd her way to the and with a groan she settled down turbed
Toledo,
0., July 12.-Bridieother states to Pachieah,
rear seat, brushing against a doseti in the aisle. Her dress lid fallen
A report of the robbery sae flituic today to Uniontown. They were at from Paducah on the Clinton road,
ttilst Men of Hammond and
passengers and necessitating a re- off. Immediately there VMS a iterain- to Captain Frank Harlan at the po- the Bunk Etter stables here. Pachen was seriously Injured le being jolted
Cleveland, were sentenced today
StATISEE ItACE14 TODA1
Ale around her, by passeogers of her llee station. The amount taken was is an Arnold colt and sbows great front s• wagon load of bay. He was
by Judge Morris of the circuit
1•NDIOIt 0(5)1) CONDITIONS.
own sex, who formed a protecting composed of one $2.0 gold certificate. condition, promising to develop into uneonseimia several hours, hut thuo
nicWiltha
in
J811.
court to pt
morning is reported
resting
well.
citatle, while the men adjourned to four $1 bills, balance in $5 bills and as great a racer as Arnold was.
FOCITtf•VO other members, of the
Physicians pronounce his Injuries sot
All is in readiness for the Matinee
was
train
held
The
smoker.
silver.
the
Intel, including all the promiInternal and no bones were broken.
club races this afternoon. The track
while she readjusted her skirts, temnent local lumber dealers, mier,.
Mr. Beyer and son, Mr. Wallet:a
yesterday's
rain
packhaving
with HUMANE
Is fart,
porarily repaired the damage
given the %mow sentence.
toPFICKR ORDERS
Beyer. finished loading
hay and
ed it hard and the clouds this mornpins, slowly gathered up her baggage
MULE TAKEN RACK HOME
started out to the field. The eon
ing' having obscured thettun snd preand got off.
WAR DRCLARATION,
Driving a mule with every rib visdrove and his father sat on the rear
----vented It from drying Out the course.
ible, N,.W. Powell. a huckster residThe Hague, July IS.- Openof the wagon. While crossing a
well
arranged and
The evenfit are all
Hall.
City
ing of hostilities with a declareat
ing
on
the Benton road, was ordered
Fire Alarm
ditch he was jolted from his position
.exoelleint sport is promieed.. The
tkin of war by one nation
Dedicatory services elii he held
and fell, So suddenly did the acciThis morning the tower alarm by Humane Officer 3ap Toner this
feathree will be the pace race. one
against another, WSW the declthis evening at ,he Second Baptist
morning to take the animal back
dent occur, that the eon was unaware
old
tower
in
the
from
taken
striker
Boy,"
"Directly
between
heats,
mile
church, Ninth and Ohio streets, .the
aims reached by The Hague hihome and remits fSOM___SISISPIS
" -wed -"tittrry -A-S•sweet thesehrrherree
TernatItifier
rt-Pe:42t7 177-Tl;
again until he had fattened it up and ismitb, one of the most important wit- and looked bark and missed tit fath75Mer tter-rear-or-fire -starhTtr,--tiaz-t.
race with gentlemen riders on the
day. A proposition requiring an
Baptist' pastors of the city and else- meetly rased, 0181 paced in the city cured a large sore on. its back. The 1141864111 in the Hargis murder cameo, er.
MOunte. There are several other
where are on the program for 1.1- hall tower and was put Into commis- farmer had tied the horse at
totems! of 24 hours between the
the wits enticed into a card game at ElkMr. Reyer was found lying In a
*vents whit* erre to make the meet
declaration of war And the opendresses, and there will be special mu- sion Lisle thernIng. Hereafter ail fire city wales where it was found
by ataw last night and
murdered
by
three
foot ditch on hist face.
Hs
will
attractive, and a large crowd
ing of hostilities wes voted
sk by the their of the First Reettat alarms gill
Itietrk by the City hall Toner, who makes daily inspections Siegel Turner. Turner earns to was taken to Us home where he redotibiless be outdown.
e,atir
shout the market house and scales. Jackson today and surrendered.
!covered coneelOutstieME
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MAYFIELD ST. CAR
FRANCHISE SOLD

Will Let Contract For
Knocks Four Workmen Down
Lateral onnections as a
and Confuses Them
Whole and Pro Rate Cost
Among Property Owners- One Thinks Another Assaulted Him
and Finds Other Sprawled
Meanwhile Other Plans are
On Ground.
Syndicate Purchases it and
Encampment Favors Holding
Held in Abeyance
Will Connect With Projecton to all Property at FifthEvents Will Exceed Former
Efforts in Interest
ed Interurban Line-Marshall NO ONE SERIOUSLY INJURED Street and Kentucky Ave.
CONCRETE TILE FOR DRAINS.
County Matron Difs
For Increase in Value

Witness ‘lakes Good Impression On
. Stand and His Atterneys'Are
Well Pleased.

\ HIS iSIDE

!STREET PAVING DELA1ED
'LlETNING PRANK HORSE SHOW PROGRAM MADE
ON ACCOUNT SEWER WORK' ON THE DRY DOCKS PUBLIC BY THE ASSOCIATION
City

•

10 •

10 CENTS PER WEEK

MORPHINE DOSE
WAS KILLING HER

NEED BIG FUND
FOR TRAVELERS

•

SLEEPING DEEP
WHEN MONEY LEFT

•

Train Waits While Woman Adjust
Her Garments Torn off by the Seat contents,•

•

FRED BEYER FELL
OFF LOAD OF HAY

SECOND BAPTIST
RE-DEDICATION

HARGIS WITNESS
KILLED IN GAME

t

•

PLOW TWO

THE PADUCAH -

YOUNG OFFICERS INF
FOR BATTLESHIPS

Is the joy of the household, for without
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babe!
Angels smile at and commend the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, however, is so full of danger and seffering that she
War Game Will be Played by
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
American Fleet
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child[ birth can be entirely avoided bv the use of Mother's Friend,a scientific
' liniment for external use only. which toughens and renders pliable all
Trip Around the Horn Will Improve
4 the parts, and assists nature in
Condition of Navy and
its sublime work. By its aid
Harden Men.
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in perfect safety and without pain.
THIRTEEN
THOUSAND
Sold at gm oo per bottle by druggists. Our book
)11LES

BABY'S
VOICE

•

MOTHER'S
FRIEND
You get-handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give prinut personal attention at all times., ;;',

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

GUY
NAN
CE
&
SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky.
sending us your laundry.

Satisfy yourself by

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

EDGAR W. WHI1CTEMORE

educed
Lump - .
Nut - •

.
II

III

There is none better.

a13c
12c
All

orders appreciated.
Dealers in New Aetna Blacksmith Coal, $5 a ton,
and Anthracite Coal, $9.50 a ton.

CENTRAL COAL AND IRON CO.
I ncorporat ed.

Both Phones 370.

Philadelphia, July 12.— The loSimply the failure of the kidneys to
cale won by hitting Rheulback and remove the uric acid from the blood.
Taylor hard.
Relief is now within the reach of
R H E an.
Philadelphia
6 13 0
A formula, that for the IRA ten
Chicago
3 8 1
years has been dispensed by physiBatteries— Brown and Dooin;
cians all over the country in cases
Ituehlbach, Taylor and Kling.
where troubles arising froffi disorNew York, July 12.—Batting fea- dered kidneys were Indicated4 is now
tures being tome run hits by Han- being distributed through the druguifan and Strang.
gists by the Antiseptic Remedy Co.,

12.00
16.00
20.00
24.00
28.00

Freeman Smith, two-year-old son
ofMr. and Mrs. W. E. Smith, formerly of Farmington, but now living at
Danville, Ill., died suddenly Tuesday
morning. It is the more sad from the
fact that both Mr. and Mrs. Stnith
are confined with sickness andlevere
unable to come with the body of
their child. It was received by Me.
Louie Smith, brother of the father.
The burial took place at HaTmony
Baptist church Thursday morning at
11 o'clock.,
Mrs. T. 0. Kirksey is quite ill
her home on East Broadway.

Render Coal

!lave you taken advantage of the money
saving opportunity
afforded by

Clearance Sale

Jonah Gregory, of Pryorsburg, was
excused from the grand jury on account of illness and James Puryear
I was sworn in to take his place. The
Jury will adjourn Saturday and then
the list of indictments will be returned.

FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

Boston
game.

Semi-Annual

Mayfield, Ky., July 12.— Tuesday
night a wagon was driven by thieves
to the field of where Deputy Sheriff
Oscar Elmore had stacked his crop
of oats. They loaded up and
proceeded toward the city, driving right
along the street in front of Mr. Elmore's house and
in sight of the
place where the oats had been stolen.
They were accommodating enough,
however, to throw
off about one
feeding in front of his home as -they
Passed.

at

BR. JAMES
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—W. T. Speei, Louisville;
J. J. McBarren, Cleveland, 0.; N. H.
Tabb, Mt. Sterling;
R. W. Irvine,
Covington; E. E. Muer, Cincinnati;
J. F. Leake, Memphis; W. C. Wager,ner, Princeton; W. M. Rudd, Owensboro; S. M, Kellogg. Bowling
Green; R. L. Lytte, Birmingham,
Ala.: C. E. Forsyth, Shelhyville, Ill.;
E. W. Gould, St. Louis; Mrs. H. A.
Hodge, Dallas, Tex.
Belvedere—W. H. Long, Chattanooga; E. D. Smith, .L.ouisville;
George Cook, Atlanta, Oa.; W. E
Scott, Macon, Ga.; C. W. Bidell, Nes
Orleans; W. L. H--tston, Carrsville,
G. G. Bateman, .h.„,pa, Ill.; C. L.
Brittain, Barlow.
New Richmond—Gillis Wilkinson,
Murray; William Rice, Peoria, Ill.,
Mrs. H. Johnson, Little Rock, Ark.,
J. A. Mallon, St. Louis; G. W.Stroud,
Pine Bluff, Ark.; V. S. Pukenheimer,
Cincinnati, G. L. Alliston, Grahamiille; G. M. Harper, Bardwell: G F.
Cook, Nevada City, Nevada; Michael
Duff, Nashville; F. Wallace, Memphis; G. II. Stinbreaker, Smithland;
R. H. Crea.son, Mayfield.

HEAD-ACHE
POWDERS

CURE
Drugpsts

trouble.
Please call for a trial box.- We are
confide-4 you will be benefited.

Fourth and Broadway.

Gilbert's Drug Store,
Inspecting County Roads,
Magistrates Bleich, R,awlinson and
Broadfoot have inetsect.s1 about 60
miles cif county roads and find that no
discrimination against the Eighth
magisterial district has been made.
Residents of this district alleged that
other districts were getting more road
improventents in preference to the

Eighth district.
"What have you to offer to offset
these charges?" asked the court severely.
"Not a thing, jedge," replied the
prisoner, "not a thing, unless you
can get my lawyer to divide. He seen
me first."-- Philadelphia Ledger.

el

THE 'TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOPPOIAATED
Livery and Bearding Barn.
Feurth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
sib

40
G.431;4..i MC
E
INE3
SafffSaa•

vI V

aidse

asy o

compare the L IT. C. with
which engine you need, if you
are so apparent that
others. The merits of I. H. C. engines
that you need this engine.
an examination will convince you
in your mind as to which
A test will remove any doubt
Safe, simple, reliable,
engine is the best. It is the I. H. C.
and will be glad to
engine
economical. We. handle this
demonstrate it to you.

Price 100

Wallace Park

CASINO

Moncrief Stock
Opens

For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for tne largest

W. F. Paxton,,
President_

R. Rudy,

P. Puryear
Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK
lacerporst•d

MONDAY, JULY 8th

Capital
•-••••:•••.110110
c• ••••".••War
Surplus
a
CY
Stockholders liability ..• a a•••-•••.•

In
Repertoire of Popular Dramas.

Total security to deposit ore
$2.50,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositora and accord to all the
same
tourteous treatment.

EVERY NIGHT

and most complete Stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.

$100,004
%Tr•

50,00e

fir".•• •

100,000

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Prices 15c and 25c
FREE PICTURE SHOW
Changed Every Night.

OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8
°CLAM

Third and Broadway

a

•

Earle- Joynes

BROWN & MANES COAL CO.
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURfi COAL
Nortonville Coal
Lump, per bushel
Nut, per bushel

.

.

. . .

Pittsburg Coal
.

.

13c

Lump, per bushel

. .

•

.

14c

. .12c

J.t

I lodge of Elks, Will represent
Ninth land
the Idayliekt lodge, he being by his
position the legal delegate.
11111111114•141.1111111111k

Cord Wood and Kindling
Harrison

j t

We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and '
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.

It's ttre °nig on,
.
prescribed by
doctors.

Wade Brown

The body of Margaret Wheeler.the
daughter of A. J. Wheeler who died
last winter, was taken up at the
city cemetery Thutsday morning and
placed in a metallic coffin and burled
in another section of the cemetery.
W. H. Albritton, J. W. Fristoe
and
S. Taylor will leave Friday
for Philadelphia to attend the grand
lodge_pf F.1ks. Ttigy,..4v111 bn
about tito,Seeloi and will visit -ottikr
prominent eastern cities. Mr. Albritton, who is past exalted- Oiler of the

So confident is the Antiseptic Remedy Co. in the virtue of this great
formula for the relief of rheumatism
that it has furnished us with free
trial boxes to give to all those who
are suffering from rheumatism or
from any form of kidney or bladder

W. B. MTHERSON

FLOWERS

SCHMAUS BROS.

Misses Blanche and Myra Davis.
Mary McDonald and Virginia
Bellew and Mr. Prince Walker, chaperoned by Mrs. Ed Gardner, composed
the party on
a sight-seeing trip
through the east. They will visa Now
York, Washington, Philadelphia and
the Jamestown expottion before returning home.

50 cents a box.

For sale red guaranteed by

The Es-ening Sun-10c. a week.

The picnic party who went out in
the vicinity of Dublin had a great
Both Phonon 192.
time. Those
who composed the
crowd were: Lloyd. Tyree and wife, 111111111IWIIIWIIMMIWWW111111114111•1111411111
T. U. Stovall and wife, W. T. Lowe
and wife, Misses Ellie Robbins, Sarah Young and Beulah Sheets and
Messrs. Lloyd Draffen, Melvin Albritton and Nathan Blair.
'Work is progressing satisfactorily
on the new Christian church. If there
is no delay in any way, it will not be
long until that magnificent structure
will be covered, and work will be going on on the inside,

at South Bend, Ind., and we have been
appointed distributing agents for this
vicinity.
The name of this remedy is Lantz's
Red Kidney Piliets, and the price is

How much misery there 'Is in that
word!
Only those who have suffered from
and St. Louis—Raln, no it can understand its tortures.
And yet so few understand its

R H E
Washington, D. C., Ju/ly 12.—
New York
When the American battleship fleet
10 14 1
Cincinnati
starts on its 13,000 mile cruise to
0 6 0
the Pacific ocean it will proceed unBatteries—Wiltse, Bowerman and
Fitzgerald; Mason and Schlel.
der war conditions. Imaginary enemies will be discovered en
route
which will have to be repelled; ships
American League.
will steam in different formations;
RHE
Chicago
at night searchlights will be used to
10 10 1
Washington
pick up other vessels and to signal;
2 8 1
Batteries—Smith and McFarland;
and wireless telegraphy will be emPatton, Hicknian and Heytion.
ployed for conveying orders and in$10 Suits now.......$ 8.00
formation. In a word, the fleet will
$15 Suits BOW
Detroit and New York—Rain, no
be not only constantly prepared, but
game.
will conduct maneuvers designed to
$20 Snits now_
Increase its effectiveness.
$25 Suits now.....
The result of the program mapped
HE
Cleveland
out by the authorities will be that a
1 8 0
$30 Suits now .. .
Boston
more efficient command will report
0 5 1
$35 Suits
Batteries—Clarkson and
at San Francisco.
Clarke;
Glaze and Shaw.
lçis evident the cruise will be one
of the hardest that has been undertaken by an
American
H E
command
Louis
since the battleship Oregon made its
5 10 4
IOWA COUNTY IS 47,700 SHORT St.
Philadelphia
record breaking trip from San Fran6 9 4
cisco to Key West. For this reason
Batteries—Howell, Petty, gpencer
Expert Charges That Former Record- and Stevens;
the navy department is anxious that
Dygert, Waddell and
er Withheld Mice Funds.
Schreck.
only officers be attached to the ships
who can stand the work and who
Sioux City, Iowa, July 12. —After
are young enough to derive benefit
Where is Red Armstrong?
and to use the experience for the ad- a special investigation Masrice FitzThe wite.of "Red" Arm'strong, well
gibbon,
expert
examiner of the books
vantage of the country.
remembered as manager of the Hopof the county officers, today anYoung Officers To Command.
kinsville Kitty league team in 191e4,
The policy of the country now ts nounced to the board of supervisors has written to that city from Norfolk,
of
Woodbury
county
H.
that
S.
Becto place in command of ships, esVa., inquiring about him. "Red"
pecially those of the battleship type,' ker of Moville, former county recor- played in Paducah with a St. Loulii
officers who will be on the active der, was $7,700 short in his accounts. team this season.
list not only long enough to finish The United States Fidelity and Guarout their tour of duty, which is two anty company of Baltimore is surety
Mrs. Cob w gger —Don't you think
years, but later to fly their flag for for Mr. Becker in the sum of $5,000.
a 'similar period in charge of a When he went out of office Jan-twos you-'-ass had-enough .4ess--everam-7—
Freddie—No, ma; I don't feel sick
1, 1907, he did not submit a report
squadron.
of any kind for his last term of two yet.—Life.
years. At present Mr. Becker is manThe fastest elevators run at a
ager of the Farmers' Co-operative
Store at Moville. For four years Mr. speed equal to about 17 miles an
MAYFIELD.
Becker was deputy under Recorder hour.
Hills, and he was recorder himself for
ac-apir.
..w-clirssvorsivar.ily
,
1 111.,10.3rap
,
eight years,

Harvey Boswell, 83 years old, one
of the county's oldest citizens, sied
at his home near Cunningham Sunday of the infirmities incident
to
old age.

Real Estate Agency.

National League.

811•06a,
4568
Ae4JhtJJ

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah

Rheumatim.

Brooklyn and PItteburg—Rain,

game.

IrLY 111.

FRI

BASEBALL NEWS

4 r/f7
,1-';_ft5
IsiLts5...3.3-4'S. so

of priceless value to all women sent free. Address
SIRADFIELO PECULATOR 00., Atlanta.. Oa

•

V ENINer St.

Old - Phone 479

•se.•

TRUST

STING

THE SALE of THE HOUR

PROGRAN1 WAS ON1.1 TENTATIVE
WHEN ANNOUNCED.

It Is Said Getters' Receiver for Trusts
Is Not Available to Government.

OX BOA0
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••
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Washington, July 12.- ".
.
new plan whi ill was ado: .
department of justice an:;c
with the sanction of one of the asel.:
ant attorneys general some days ago
the administration was expected to
enter upon an entirely zw trust
busing prograin. It involved not oni
ordinary prosecutions under the au
trust laws, but a.ppitsatione were to
he made to the federal courts for ap-'
pointment of receivers for offending,
corporations.
It develops now, however, that!
there is grave difference of opinion
among some of the officers of the de-1
pertinent of justice, and particularly I
among the members of the interstate
commerce oommhziou, as to whether
it is feasible to have re.:- eivers appointed for great corporations, and
If. it is feasible, whether such action
would not do more harm than good in
the long run.
Members of the interstate corn
merce commission do not hesitate to
say the department of justice•le.golug off on the wrong tack and that
the receivership plan will be abandoned without even being tried because of the insuperable legal and
financial difficulties which stand in
the way.
'Receivership Plan Not Feasible.
According to the plan., which Assistant Attorney General Purdy outlined with the sanction of Attorney
General Bonaparte, it was proposed,
among other things, that the United
States government should intervene
and secure the appointment of •receiv had
eta for any corporation which
been found to be violating the law.
It is now pointed out that under
ordinary practice the United States
government would not have any authority to intervene in this- way. A
receiver can be appointed for a OWlioration only on the petition of some
one who has an interest in that corporation. The court must be mtisfied
that the corporation is being managed in such a way as to be injurious
to the property as a whole, or else
that it is practically Insolvent, or
that the Interests of eome particular
stockholder who joins in the petition
,aze being jeopardized.

OX BOp°

Ikeasons for Our 20
PerCentDiscountSale
TAKING THE PUBLIC INTO OUR CONFIDENCE

C LOT HES

The sane
method of
ieducing stock when thc active
buying season is over. The demand for three-piece suits ceases
about this perion of the year, and
if one has overbcught, one is
obliged to unload and offer inducements to accomplish it.

REASON NO. 1

r dislike
REASON NO. 2 0to ucarry
anything over to another season. To
offer old stock at the beginning
of a new season, or new style
period, is a thing that every good
merchant abhor's. Therefore we
hold these,sales to clean out and
get ready for the new season.

C LOTHES

To reduce
our own possibilities of loss and needless expense in the way of insurance
and depreciation. By doing so
we benefit you. "'Tis an ill
wind that blows nobody good,"
The third reason why we make
this 20 per cent reduction.

REASON NO. 3

The Basis of Reduction in This House
Deduct20 Per Cent
All our
All our
All our
All our
All our
AU our

From ay price you see on any three piece meik's or young men's
fancy, blue or black suit in our stock. As for instance:

men's and young men's $10.00 suits now offered for
men's and young men's $15.00 suits now offered for
men's and young men's $20 00 suits now offered for
men's and young men's $25 00 suits now offered for •
men's and )oung men's $30,00 suits now offered for
men's and young men's $35.00 suits now ofiered for

-----$ 8.00
12.00
16.00
20.00
24.00
28.00

•

Hosiery Special

111••••••

A Rare Opportunity!
At an exceptionally close figure we bought from one of our leading hosiery manufacturers the entire balance of a

hue of

REGULAR 50c SILK LISLE
half hose—a hundred and twenty-five dozen solid color "Silk Lisle" Monarch dye hose; lavenders, resedes, modee,
dark greens, browns, cadets, stones, tans and grays. We are going to give you the benefit of our purchase and offer
them for a few days only at

WOULD PROTECT THE BANKERS.
William Alden smith Against Privileges for Express Companies.

4

•

Detroit, July 12.—United States
Senator William Alden Smith, speaking here baday at the twenty-first annual convention of the Michigan
Bankers' association, declared himself against the governmental ownership of railroads, the extension of
banking privileges by the government
to express companies and the use of
the word hank over any institution
that is not engaged in the banking
business.
"There Is no higher type ofbusiness man," said Senator Smith, 'than
is found among bankers. There is
no branch of our public service which
has the efficiency. of our national
banking system. I hope to see the
time when the government will see
fit to pass out among the banks of the
country much of the great surplus
with which the national treasury is

IL

35 Cents a Pair, Three Pairs for $1.00
Seto

On All

,Boys' and Children's
Clothing.

•

dbe

FITTERS
BOYS CUT
Set0
ME NS
329 AND BRBADWAY

Steamer Goes Up on Iceberg and
Tons of Ice Fall on Forward Deck

Gee Whiz!

Sanderson,
Perkins Co.

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
On Our

Entire Stock of
Fancy Vests.

ESTABLISHED 1668

them with panic, and brought out
The secret of happiness is the abil- some with life preserreers. Some of
ity to tend to nobody's business ex- the women paesengeTs fainted.
cept your own.
The Kronprinz, which left Cherbourg last Wednesday evening, was
When a man makes up his mind off the Newfoundland banks half an
to, accomplish something he is half- hour after midnight, running at
way to his goal.
slightly reduced speed in the heavy
fog. The horn was blowing and CapHe
Lain Richter was on the bridge
had beeretaking the water temperature through the evening and knew
an iceberg was in the vicinity. Suddenly the vessel sustained a great
shook, then the bow rose high in the
water for a moment, instantly sliding off the eloping side of the mates
upon which it had run. ThrTe was a
Sanderson furnishes
tremendous splash of water and pow
dered ice which deluged the forward
25c paper and does
port clocks.
the work all comVessel Putts Away unharmed.
The captain had stopped the vessel
plete for only one

dollar per room
down, balance
weekly. Closing out
• this season's odd
patterns and right
now it your chance
to get a bargain.
Ring 1513 or call at
428 Broadway.

rez

kreki

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

John Perrin, of Indianapolis, president of the American National bank,
New York, July 12.—The steamof that city, made an address upon Ship Krottprinz Wilhelm,
which
"Currency Reform," in which he de- reacthed port this morning, encounterclared that the greatest financial need l ed a "derelict" iceberg early Monday
Is more elasticity in the currency, morning and by the narrowest marand as a step toward this recommend- gin escaped a disastrous accident.
ed strongly the installation of the
The crash startled all the passencredit bank note system.
gers from ttedt sleep, FR rn k many of

ilt

thistgrottt values tlistplayetd in our window.

almost instantly and reversed the engines drawing away (rein the huge
object, which, evert. Mose at hand,
looked like a vast shadow only slightly darker than the enveloping fog.
The iceberg then floated by on the
pert side of the vessel. It stood forty
feet high above the surface of the
water. The vessel had struck it at
a glancing angle near the edge, and
thus was saved from a direct oollision. As t.t was, one mass of ice,
estimated to weigh four tons, was
hurled upon the forward deck.
The captain on the bridge received
within three minutes from the second
officer a report that the fink end
atleond compartments were unharmed
Then orders were given to proceed
slowly.
Passengers Are.Panic Stricken.
All but a few passengers had retired before the collision occurred.
All were aroused and there wan consternation on the decks until reassurance crime.

branch office here, seys he went
through a terrible siege to get ten
Gibson girls who would come up to
the mark. lie declares they only
cost $940 In six weeks.
"They were to show by their beautiful appearance that a range manufactured by the concern wouldn't
spoil the fairest complexion, and
when I turned tny force of demonstrators out," he said, "they had been
so carefully picked over that there
were no distilled sweetness and
beauty of Cheettiet street belles.
"There was oat trouble, however.
They were not 'professionals.' having
gone into it merely because my rigid
exaniination unmistakably branded
them as beauties and precluded any
further doubt as to their style, and
they got worn out at the end of the
first week or so and quit. I had to
keep impateaing new wets all
the
time. This cost money and then the
officers put in their petition."

YOUR LIVER
Is out of order. You go to bed In a
bad humor and get up with a had
taste In your mouth. You want something to stimulate your liver. Just try
Herbine, tho liver regulator. A positive cure for Constipation. Dyspepaia
end all liver complaints. Mrs. b•—... rt.
Worth. Texas. veritee: "flavb usea
}Urbino lit my family for years. Words
ail
ara(bout
happyit.
household are
afld
Sold by J. It. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.

c...„,..4„. 7isd.;,.,h.

F
A gentleman's light
check coat on South
Fourth street. Owner
can have same by
"calling at 612 South
Fourth street or at
store and proving
property.

J. L.- WANNER
Jeweler
311 Broads's/ex

.011111111Ma

Gibson (Britt.
Philadelphia. Pa., July 12.--Ten
Gibson girls used by the Dean Heat
Distributer company of
Allentown.
as an advertisement, have placed that
concern in the hands of a receiver.
Dr. R, Klitte, president of the cons
pasty, as well as the Kline Hardware
company of Allentown, specifically'
ergot, this point in his petition for a
reeetrer.
"They employed Gibson girls; to
exploit theft business and these were
paid excessive wages," he avers
1 L. MeCaitkeY, manager of Oki

MAY CONFISCATE

A CAR

LINE.I

Pittsburg Suburb Declares War
Enforce Better Service.

To

Pittsburg. July 12.— Etna Borough, a Pittsburg suburb, has notified the Pittsburg Railwaye company
it will take drastic action unless It
gets better service. The borough requires the company to run its cars
to the borough line, and fixes the
limit of speed. It is asserted the cars
run but half-way through the borough. The company was instructed
today that If it did not change its
methods within ten days the tees
°ugh. under the provisions of the ordinance, would confiscate
poles,
wires, rails, cars and any other equipment of the company found within
the borough limit. The mullet( has
Instructed Its attorney to insist upon
a full compliance with the franchise
ordinance.

Motor Boat Garage Company
General Supplies and Repairs
General agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.
Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's Mill.
Old Phone 1113

Town Without a Postollice.
While in Scotland last autumn I
arrived at ,Maxwelltown. Kirkcudbrightshire, and wanting for a stamp
for a picture postcard I inquired for
the postoffice, but to my surprise I
was informed the town had neither
post nor telegraph office
Investigation revealed that the town had a

population of more than 3,0,04). in
habitants, being aiso a burgh, with Itprovost, town council and bellies.
This unique town has to depend on
Dumfries--nearly three miles distant
—to reverything of a postal nature. —
London Tit-Bits.
Use Sun 7vaist *dg, for results.

Don't Forget That

We Sharpen Lawn Mowers
We have the first and only LAWN MOWER GRINDING MACHINE ever brought to this city. It grinds them automatically
and' makes them just as good as new. We send for and deliver all mowers given us to be sharpened.

LW. HENNEBERGER CO.
Both Phones 176.

1

"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
422-424 Broadway

I

PA a sore'
Y 12.
Levitt* Herald is
Dabucab Zurt.:iand gthreieit coedit
for progions
Art ILRNOON AND WILgist..1

h NIGHTS TEMPLAR

Elect Officers and Adjourn Conclave
WLsconsin iegielators, who killed
Caul 1910 at Chicago.
the bill requiring stage dancers to
INCOstroisslicti
wear dresses,lialillag frlit inches beSaratoga, N. Y., July 12.— The
P. at WISHER. President. low
their knees. evidently ouuldu
sg„ 3. pAXTON, GeueA•1 Manager.
grand encampment of .the Knights
ass
anything under that assure tc,
Entered at the postoftiee at Paducah.
In Police Court.
Ternp/ar conclave concluded with the
give the dilabeerb better etauding in
Ks.. as second c.u•ss 'natter.
Hanle Oweus and
Allah) SLOW:, election of the following officers:
No matter where you go, when you go, or
the ejse of the public. One of them colored, were presented in potice
Henry W. Rugg, Providence, grand
SUBSI.A.IPTUSN KATES/
how long you stay, you'll need to be provisioned
even suggested that dress reform he a court this morning charged with master.
•C'
THE DAILY SUN
rule that works both ways, and inei- stealing a dress skirt from Ell Gutbproperly with elothiug and futuishings to enjoy
William B. Melish, Cincinnati, dep-,
By carrier, per w,ek
.10
By runit. per month In advance
.25 mated that society women err as far rie's store two weeks ago. The fog- uty grand master.
complete comfort. .
By mail, per year, In advance.
$2.50 in One direction as the dancers do in nuer was held over and the latter disArthur MacArthur, Troy, grand
THE WEEKLY SUN
This store is amply prepared to supply your
other.
the
demanded
He
missed.
that the
general.
Per year, by mall, postage paid..$1.00
Address THE SUN. Padueah, KY.
provisions of the law be made eutftAllen Fisher, charged with stealevery want in this connection—with the vssenLee R. Smith, Pittsburg, grand
Office. 115 Sooth Thira.
Phone 358 ciently ample to cover the whole ing a shirt from Dr. J. W. Pendley, senior warden.
tials and also the lesser "fixings,' and at prices
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Dublin, July 12.—Another theft in couple on horseback. Cup.
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Jewelry
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at
belonging
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Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
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cile is In Germany and as the British
in western Kentucky, southern Mione man knows he details of that
For Le_gislature—George eao
courts grant divorces only when the custodian of the crown jewels, Sir
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1 eater eoueern.
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Rocke1),
Arthur
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Broom.
husband's home Is In the-untted -king•
feller, nominal president, is, no
at the same time the jewels of the have been owned by exhibitor 30
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Mayor
dom.
James P. Smith
days
doubt, as he says, holding an honorbefore this event, no exhibitor
Order of St Patrick, valued at $250,City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
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Cardinal Gibbons President.
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against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4
John D. Rockefeller told the truth
H. Chainban, W. T. Miller.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 12.— Al! today elected honorary president of roadster,
per
horse, mare or gelding,
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E. when he said he doesn't know any- Chinatown was placed under arrest the Catholic Educational aseociation
cent. on deposits.
shown to runabout. Horse, 75 ,per
Young; Third ward, C. L Van Me- thing about the internal affairs of by a big detail of pollee from the city of the United States by a unanimous
cent; equipment, 25 per cent. First
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston; the trute. John D. Rockefeller is hall today. Whale a small army of vote. Other officers ebecter are as
and second, winners in championship
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- doing ten men's work taking care of bluecoats held Race street, between follows:
his own private fortuae. Did anyone Ninth and Tenth, in a state of siege,
President General--Right Rev. D. roadster class barred; $25, $15, $10.
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Secretary General—Rev, F. W.
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Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel- man's task. There wasn't any par- Sunday's double murder and to the Howard. Columbus, 0.
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Monsignor John M. Mackey, Cin- Grand parade.
Event. No. 2, 7:45 to 8:10—Best
rest of us good
Some peseimists
cinnati, was elected a Member of the
general executive board.
LOUISVILLE REPUBLICANS SANE. among us had led themselves to be.
Louisville Republicans are to be lieve that if a man has money enough
congratulated op their wise decision he is immune from the laws of the
to• put out a istritight ..Republican land. Some of them have been actticket next fall. A I non-portisan lug on that theory. Fact is we have
movement is one thiag. and an al- grown abusive toward rich men, who
liance with a Democratie faction is have done n•nthing more than the
another, and Louisville Republicans average man does every day, except
(Concluded from First Page.)
had no choice but to accept the latter to do it better. We have now set
proposition or go it alone. They de- our minds at rest. John D. Rocke75 per cent; equipment, 25 per cent:
cided to make a square and open feller has been in enure Now he can
$25,
$11, $10,
'return
golf
links and the reel
to his
bid for the support of the respectEvent, No, 7, 10:10—Champion
able people of that city, and they will of us to our business.
five-gaited horse, mare or gelding.
---o
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Open to the world. Horse must have
There never was any reason in the
The esteemed Murray Ledger tails
been owned by exhibitor 30 days beaction of the organization, subordi- Its own theory concerning the cause
fore this event. No eghibitor to enter
trotting itself Wet year. The Repub- and origin of the Paducah Ice famine.
more than one horse. 1.fve to enter.
licans were insa poellion to bid for It says:
Championship cup; $60, $25, $15,
the respectable vote of the city.
"If the Paducah Tee company
Wednesday, September 25.
Those Democrats, who desired better would sell their ice to their neighEvents. No. 1, 7:30 to 7:45—
municipal oond it lope, were of no bors and friends Instead of shipping
Grand parade of all horses entered in
value to the itepubliean organization it to Murray share we have plenty,
night's contests,
of
good
shoes
is
in
the
as workers, and would have support- maybe they would not have to get
Event, No, 2, 7:45 to 8:10--Best,
ed a straight Republican ticket under the pollee to guard their factory to
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g.
If
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shoes ing, shown to two seated rig,
the cireeMitanees, just as heartily as keep down trouble between their own
driven
they did the kind presented. Those people ki their mad scramble for
are not giving satisfac- by owner, accompanied by ladies.
Dernoeratle workers, who joined the ice."
Horse must,be 15 1-2 or over. Judged
Fusitni movement, were at outs with
tion try ours. Let us by conformation, style and manners.
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Champagne it the customary libaHorses 60 per cent; equipment, 40
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show you the strong per cent; $25, $15, $10.
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Event, No, 3, 8:10 to 8:40-- or
have embarraseed the administration launching of a political boom.
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entire equipment owned by driver Co
bad the Puvitio ticket won
Tlitto Sun is of the opinion that the
been carrying for }Tears Immediate family, Judges will Rel."
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ter visiess Mrs. J. Is Nance, 1345
lug of the committee will be in Au- Jackson street, and Mrs.
F. F. 1.8.115',
gust
The only other buelliesa on Tenth and Trimble streets, and
other
bead was routine.
frisausla in the c,ity.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. 3dtrntora, 121.4
M r. Ham Tandy
who is at Ny- South i3eventh street, are the parents
der) Springs tor his health, is re- o*. a flee boy babe.
Surprise Parts.
ported better.
Mrs. eleeeie Roark hit today fos
In honor of the birthday of Mr. W.
The infant son of Dr. Jo-eel° Gilbert Dawson Spriegs for a
stay for her
H. Householder a pleasant surprise of Mechanicsburg, is ill of measles.
health.
party was given last night by his maForeman J. C. Martin, of the I. C.
Mre, S. R. Payne left today for her
ny triends at his home, 1533 Trimble paint stops, who was operated On
sev- home In Owingsville, after a visit to
street. It was a complete surprise to eral weeks agp, has been removed
to her daughter, Mrs. M. E. Gilbert,
Mr. Householder as his friends had ,his home at Eleventh and Harrison
1241 Salem aveaue. Her daughter,
guarded the secret carefully. Under estreets, from the hospital,
and will Grace, will visit Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
the pretence of a buggy ride a friend 'be out in a few more
cleys.
the rest of the summer.
took Mr. Householder out late in the
"Miss Heleh Alkott was ecerer1ay
MT \V. M. Tucker, foreman of the
afternoon and ere his return, early in seemeated
on at Riverside heepital kr boiler shops of the Illinois Central,
the evening, all the others had gathappendicithe
left today for Central City, where he
ered at his house. During ,the evenDr. Delia Caldwell ii.tteett1
ineped six engiees.
ing many pleasant features were ennight from Hastiugs-en-the-Huttsen,
Mr. W. B. Kennedy returned today
joyed nd especially the music. The
New York, and the Jamestown espo- from Mayfield after a
short business
house as prettily decorated tith cut
Just Arrived-Another lot of those White Linen Skirts,
Fitton.
trip.
flower and potted plants and a color
Dr. J. T. Gilbert has returned from
MT. ,F,,houl Nichols, 1406
all sizes-the kind we sold five &pen of in one dsy. So
Trimble
sch
e of green and red was clevera ',Isis to relatives at Adairsville.
street, returned today from Dyerscarried out. A delightful foieMiss Dorothy Sehrader, of Mt. Ver- burg.
if you want one of these come down at once.
Tenn., where he has been visitcourse luncheon was served. Those
non, Ind., is the guest of Mrs. P. J. ing two weeks.
present' were: Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Beickenbach
, of South Fourth street.
Miss Minnie and Master Robert
Friedman, Mr. and Mrs.Wade Brown,
Mr. James Coleman, of Murray, is 'Michael, 6103 South Third street, left
Mr. and Mrs. Decker, Mr. and Mrs. J.
today for Centralia, Ill., to visit
B. Aleee, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. El- In the city on business.
Mies Bessie Wartield, of West their grandfather.
lington, Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Holt,
CONTRACTOR GEO. WEIKEL
Mr. J. A. Smith, a prominent cotMr. and Mrs. 0. T.. Davis, Mr. and Plains, is visiting her sistar, Mrs.
WILL BUILD WAREHOUSE. Mrs. Joseph Madison, Mr. and Mrs. Etta Hicks.
ton manufacturer of North Carolina,
Miss Lena Hedges, 521
South was in the city today on a brief visit.
John T. Pettis, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Contractor George Welke I was Bayless, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Matti- Sixth street, has gone to Clarksville,
Miss Mabel Brandon, 80.1 Jackson
ir awarded the contract yesterday to son, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Maxwell, Tenn., where she will visit Miss street, left today for Herring, Tenn.,
Mayme
Manning.
build an addition to one of the ware- Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Thomas and
So visit friends.
Miss Eugenia Parham has returned
houses of the American Snuff. com- Mesdames Harry E. Clements, FanMr. Oscar Hank returned today
.---For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
pany at Clarksville, Tenn. The build- nie Parker, J. T. Householder, E. J. to her home in Mayfield after visiting from Mayfield after a short business
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner ing will be built of brick and will be Pettit, S. B. Gott, A. L. Duck,
trip.
W. H. in the city.
Polite service.
Mrs. Joseph Haynes. of Dorwight,
two stories high.
The contract Coleman and Misses Ella Househol-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% price is $500. Contractor Weikel der, Ruby Riester, Madeline Brown, I. T., is visiting Mrs. Joseph Stan- PAPAL SECRETAR
Y BUYS AUTO.
Broadway. Phone 196.
will leave Monday for Clarksville to and Messrs. James and Clarence field, of Jackson street.
-Fine carnations at 50e per doz- begin the work.
DT. and Mrs. H. T. Ileeeg have Vatican Circles Surprised by Cardinal
Householder,
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
gone to Cincinnati to make the round
Merry Del 'al's Action.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
trip by river.
"The Romancers" Tonight.
Dr. A. D. Holland.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; hew
Miss Brooks Smith, of Madison
Tonight "The Romancers" will be
The body of Dr. A. D. Holland,
Rome, July 12.-Great surprise has
Phone 351.
who died yesterday in Newport. Ark., presented at the Casino at Wallace street, has gone to Clarksville, Tenn. been caused in vatican circles by the
-We give you better carriage and the result of paralysis,
fact that the papal secretary of state,
will arrive in park for the benefit of the Guild of ,ou a visit to friends.
better service for the money than Paducah at 1:45 o'clock tomorrow the Grace Episcopal church.
Mrs. F. L. Sims, of Memphis, is Cardinal Merry Del Val, has bought
Miss
is given by any transfer company in morning and be taken to the real- Anna Byrd Stewart, of Cincinnati, visiting Mrs. Frank Boyd, of North
a powerful automobile. It was genArrerica. Fine carriages for special dance of Ms. W.
R. Holland, his his had charge of the rehearsals and Fifth street.
erally supposed that the pope would
occasions on short notice; also ele- cousin, 625 North Sixth street.
Mrs. A. 13, Harper has gone to not countenance the cardinal's riding
The will play the leading role. Ungant livery rigs. Palmer Tran,sfer Co funeral will be held tomorrow
after- doubtedly it will be one of the most Smithiand to \lett her mother, Mrs. In motor cars.
-Kodaks from $1 to $25. Some- noon at 3 o'clock. The burial
amateur
performances S. 0. Lackey.
will successful
thing new in the line and all neces- be in McKindree cemetery.
Incorporated.
Mrs. 0. W. Rash and daughter
•
Dr. Hol- ever given in the city. As a curtain
Man Who Saved Battle Killed.
sary supplies that make kodaking land was a dentist,
65 years old, and raiser "At the Foot of the Wall" will have returned to Owensboro, after
Oconomowoc, Wis., July 12.-Gil- .Z21623X7$2....`
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
left Paducah, his birthplace. 30 years be given with Miss Stewart and Mr. visiting Miss Anna May Yeiser, of bert Kenyon, who is said to have
-City subscribers to the
Daily'ago. He leaves a wife and one sister, Henry Cave in the leading roles, as- Arcadia, for several weeks.
saved the Union army from defeat at
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Mr. and Mies. J. W. MeGlathery, of the battle of Shiloh, was killed today 1
ONE nice furnished room for rent.
latter Mrs. A. W. Rossingtou, of sisted by a bevy of young women in
414
"
114
"
"
1 "
1 "
1 1"eleeleeleeL
papers stopped must notify our col- McCracken county. Many dietant the role of school girls.
Humboldt, Tenn., are visiting Mr. by a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
All modern conveniences, gentlemen
jrt
lectors or make the requests direct 'relatives reside
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky
Romancers,"
Mies Stewart, and MeGlathery's parents, Mr. and Mrs railway train at the Maple street
in this county.
to The Sun office. No attention will
Avenue,
Mesers. Sanders Clay, Charles Cox F. M. McGlathery, 'of North Seventh crossing. Kenyon at the time of the
be paid to such orders when given
and Cade Davis have the leading street.
Goss To Infirmary.
battle was acting as scout. He acci
WANTED-Good, practical bookto carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Mrs. J. la. Black and daughter have dentally got within the Confederate
Mr. John Fetterman, accompanied roles.
keeper of experience.
Address, in
-The joists for the new school by
returned to Terre Haute, after visit- lines. During the night he escaped
his mother, Mrs. John Fetterman,
own hand writing and giving refer.buildings have not arrived and work
i
EAT
at
Whitehead's
..restaurant
John
Mr.
.
father,
W
Black's
,
ing Mrs.
Alumni Year Book.
and sister, Miss Edith Fettermareleft
ences, Paducah Brewery Co.
and imparted the information of the
on both buildings has 'been suspendThe year book for 1908 of the McKnight.
today for Louisville, where Mr. Fetcloseness of Gen. Johnston's forces.
MITCHELLS for high-grace bicyLOST-A filack puppy, about six
ed. They were last beard of side- terman
Mrs. Frank Kirchoff. dr., and M1E6
will enter Deaconess' hospital Alumni association of the High
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
weeks old. Has four
tracked at Memphis, having
white feet.
been for treatment. Mr. Fetterman, while school, has been finished by the prin- Theresa Kirchoff will return tomorPorto Rica Scowls at Flag.
white, spot om head, white stripe
shipped from the Louisiana mills traveldng
SHORT
orders
a
specialty.
Page's
Cincinnati
copies
the
and
ter
of
one
on
will be eastributed to row from
through here was taken ill
Washington, D. C., July 12.-The
around the neck and white tip on
seeveral weeks ago.
with typhoid fever, six months ago, the members next week. The book- Lee steamers aftes a round trip to Porto Rican citizen no longer lifts restaurant.
tail. Reward paid for return to Wal'ee-For the best and cheapest livery
FOR DRY WOOD
and was sent to the Illinois Central let makes a neat appearance. The Cincinnati.
Ola
Phone lace Well, 4(13 N.
his hat when the baud plays "The
Sixth.
rigieseing 100. ekther phone. Cope- hospital. Since then
rheumatism has printing is in black on deckeled edge
Mrs. William Russell Star Spangled Banner," according to 2361.
Mr. and
land's "etelale. 419 Jefferson street.
LOSTOn
'prevented his walking. After a rest paper. Beades the program for 1908, have returned to Fulton after visiting Judge Bernard S. Redey, former delcoach
or at the Illinois
FOR heating aed stovewood ring
-Have'llese Sun mailed to you or in the hospital at Louisville, he
Central incline, evening of June 9, a
will the treasurer's report for 1907, and (here.
437 F. Levin.
egate
congress
in
from
New
Mexico.
any of your friends going away for be taken to his home in Oneida, the constitution, the ()Meets, direcsmall telestope containing lad)is and
Miss Susie Nob:in has returned to Judge Rodey, who has been serving
FOR EARLY breakfast wood old child's clothing. Reward for
the summer. Thee address will be Tenn. He is a young man, and while tors, members of the committees, and Mayfield
return
after visiting Mies Gladys on the bench in Porto Rico since he
plione 2361.
changed as often as' esired, and the in the hospital here
to The Sun or information leading to
made
Gillum.
many the membership list are given.
retired from congress, has just rerate Is only 25c a mon
friends.
Mr. -Gilbert Walker has returned turned to Washington and is much
BEST 25 cent meals in City at Its recovery.
-Place your oraers ro weddlef
GET OCT of the wet. Jobs won't
after visiting friends In Mayfield.
concerned, as a loyal American, at Whitehead's.
Popular loung Man Weds.
invitations at home. The San
is
Weekly Tobacco Market.
be so easy to get next year. We can
Mr. and AVM. I. C. Newton, 163e, the waning patriotism of the average
Word has been received in this
()LEANING
and
pressing
neatly
showing as great an assortment
s
Foelowing is the tobacco market city of the wedding last Thursday Harrison streets, are the parents of Porto Rican. The judge declares that done. James
use 50() machinists. Highest wages,
Duffy. Phone 462-a.
you will find anywhere, at prices for the week, compiled in hogsheads
steady employment guaranteed. Trans
Porto Ricans are so disccuraged over evening at Paris. Tex., of Mr. William a line boy baby.
WANTED-A
good
much lower than you will have to bkeeespector Ed R. Miller:
cook, 408 portation
Mrs. M. L. Orange and Mrs. A. J. the failure to grant them rights of
advanced
anent:tie Graham, formerly of Paduto
machinists
Washington, old phone 250e.
pay elsewhere.
Recei
week
179 cah, to Miss Dorothy Alice Griffith. Willett have returned to Paducah full citizenship that they talk of rehaving first-class references.
We
-WANTED- Full size shucks, at
-Mrs. Belle Bethel will give an Year ...
5628 Mr. Graham was an employe of the after a visit to their grandmother, newed devotion to F.pain.
positively make no charge in any way,
be cream supper Saturday
111
1-2
S.
Third.
night, Offerings w
80 Paducah Saddle company, itnd left Mrs. S. T. Elliott, at Fancy Farm,
manner, shape or form for securJuly 14, at 629 Willie street.
Year
ANYTHING in the short order line ing jobs for machinists. Address
1525 here four years ago. He was a memMiss Nellie Kimmons, of OwingsEndeavurers Pass the Lie.
-Neal Long was arrested this Rejections
15 ber of the First Baptist church and yule, Ind., is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
with references. The National Metal
Seattle, Wash., July 12.- A sen- at Page's restaurant.
morning by Patrolmen Clark and Pr. sampling
195 numbers his friends in Paducah
Trades
Association, Cincinnati. Ohio
C. C. Duvall, 9.16 North Seventh sation was created today in the ChrisFOR
by
Cottage
$8.00
per
Shelby for the alleged non-support of Pr. sales
.
148 the score,
tian Endeavor convention when, af- month. Apply at 441
street.
South Sixth St.
his child. He will be tried in police Sales week
213
Born, to the wife of Mr. C. A. ter C. M. Tate had stated in open
JESSE NICHOLS CANDIDATE
WANTED-Three
girls.
court tomorrow morning.
Year
APPIS
•077
Wells. Fourth and Monroe streets, a parliament that the Indians were be- New
FOR STATE LEGISLATURE
Surprise
City
Steam
Party.
Laundry.
-Frank Reynolds, colored, was
.ng abused and permitted to fall into
morning.
A ratite pleasant surprise party wait son this
arrested thin afternoon by Patrolman PROMINENT
FURNISHE
D
rooms for
light
PIMACHER
Jesse Nichols, of Carlisle county,
Mrs. J. T. Reddick and family moral decadence, Silas B. Whitman, housekeepin
g. n last evening at the home of
Singery, for whipping his wife. He
g, 329 S. Third.
IN COLORED CHURCH DIES.
of the Lapwal Indian reservation,
: has announced his candidacy for the
Mr. •d Mrs. Fred
Rassmae, lel went to McNate this morning on a
was recognized to appear in police
arose and denounced the utterances
FOR SALE-Iron fence. Apple Democratic nomination for the legsClemente,etreet, by Misses May Bear- several days' yea.
court tomorrow morning.
The Rev. W. G. Glover, colored,
of the speaker as exaggerated and 120.1 Jefferson. Old phone 2112.
lature from the Ballard-Carlisle disgeno and L a Reesman, in honor Or
Miss Grace Williams, of Krebs false.
about 45 years old, died last night
FOR RENT----One furnished !loupe. trict.
Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin,
ther
who
Station,
in
city.
is
the
at 6:30 o'clock of Bright's disease at
Notice!
New phone 90e.
surprised their m
friends by beOn, and after July 15, 1907, all .lis residence on Harrison street, beAttorney Pete Seay, of Mayfield, Is
Mrs. Bridget Hessian.
Golf Championship.
ing married at Metr.tolls Tuesday.
FOR RENT- Third
floor over
Union Barber shops will close at 7 tween Eleventh and Twelfth streets,
in the city on professional business.
The funeral of Mrs. Bridget HesCleveland, July
12.--- Today's
Many games were playedeseid the evFrank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
after a lingering Illness. He was pasp. in. except on Seturdays
Mr. Willie Beyer, of the Clinton sian. who died in Memphis, was held
match play for tbe national golf
ening was enjoyed by aTI.'Delicious
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
or of the First Ward Baptist church
road, who has been ill of fever, is this morning at 9 o'clock at the St.
E. S. ZELLER, Sec.
championship, resulted In eliminating
refreshments were served.
FOE. SALE or rent-An a 1
and leaves a wife and two
reported about recovered.
Francis de Sales church, The burial
all but eight contestants, four from
children present, were: Misses 'May and
The funeral will be held Sunday.
Mrs. Dick Tolbert and family went was in Mt. Carmel cemetery. The Remington typewriter. C. Boyd, 141 the eastern clubs and four from the
The Ilan Bougeno, Lorena Cooper, Ruby
Farley.
burial will be in Oak Grove cemetery.
lweste. Many-unexpected results were
McDented, Augusta Ingram, Amy tee Graves county this meaning to body was accompanied from Memphis
FOR
visit:
REINT--Nicely
by
her
Patrolman
son,
furnished 'recorded, chief of which perhaps was
John
Hessian.
Counciniennie Franklin, Maud BaiContractors Notice.
Engines* J. 1,oule Gibbons is ill of and was taken to his residence, 620 front room with bath and all conven-'the defeat in the first round this
ley, Myr e Scott and Lure Rassnian,
Bids for the erection of a bulleing
morning of former Champion H.
pallbearers iences: 837 Jefferson
and Messes. Johnnie Franklin, Luth- stomach trouble in the Illinois Cen- Tennessee street. The
ind finishing material for our refrigwere Messrs. Pat Grogan, J. J. DoriFOR THE BEST 'sandwiches, chile iChandler Egan, of Exmoor, by Ned
er Frankliv, Erie Ingram, Nassey tral hospital.
erating machines, will be received to
Born, last Diger to"Mtelfhti Mrs. an, William Huffman, John Doherty. and hot tamales, call at 111 14 Shawyer. of Wheaton, Ill., present
Mitchell, Lawrence Jones, Guy CovJuly 21, 19417, 12 m. at our office ell
T. L. Houck, Eighteenth and Harre Michael Kelley and James Ward.
'title holder qf the western championSouth Third street,
and Virgil Cooper.
reoth and Monroe streets. Plans and
Waltee E. Egan, of Exmote,
son streets, a girl baby.
FOR"*RENT-For
u upstairs rooms,
specifications can be seen at our offormer western champion, was else
Mr. and Mrs. Stoke Payne's-tad son.
Meeting at Lone Oak.
Woman's Club Reception.
modern conveniences; 529 North
fice. We reserve the right to reject
put out in the first round by H. W.
The Rev, W. J. Naylor will begin Aixtb.
The Woman's club building will be of La Center, were in the city yesterany or all bids.
Fraser, of Toledo, who barely qualtheir
afternoon
way
on
day
to
Dixon
a ten days camp meeting tonight at
opened with a big reception several
WANTED-Two first-class rooms ified yesterday, and whom
PADUCAH BREWERY CO.
Egan had
Lone Oak assisted by Miss Lorena
days before the beginning of the Springs.
for light housekeeping, down town, twice previously beaten
in tournaMr. and Mrs. G. B. Elmore, of Naylor, who %ill have barge of the
horse show, Septembeer 24. This
unfurnished
.
Address
S.,
care
Sun. ments. George Ormiaton. Always figNOTICE TO ICE CONSUMERS!
was decided upon yesterday afternoon Henderson. returned home.today af- music.
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also ured as dangerous in the national
All parties that are charged more at the meeting
of the executive combox stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215 tournaments, was defeated by J. H.
than 40 cents per hundred pounds mittee
with Mrs. James A. Rudy,
South Third street.
for ice, please take number of
Childs, of Allegheny.
wag- president of the club. The building
on, name of driver and notify G.
FOR SALE- A surrey and also a
W. Is rapidly approaching completion.
Robertson Ice Co.
Rich Heir Slain in Desert.
stanhope, both in good coedition.
but all the details will not be finished
Farmington, N. M.. July 12.-Fred
Address W. rare The Sun.
E. Hyde, Jr., who, with his brother.
FOR RENT-Four rooms over E. Babbitt,
HIS WORD.
is joint heir to the millions
R, 511113' millinery store, 316 Woadof the late S. T. Babbitt, soaprnaker,
Clear and Sweet as the
way. Phone,351.
has been missing since last January.
Human Voice
LOST-One tan grip at the Union He was supposed to have gone east,
station or on street car. For reward but word came recently that he was
Good music is now possible In
new 'phone 950.
not there, and search
was begun.
the humblest home, for we have
interested In. ea
FOR RENT--=F
oiii
rVOras,--all Hyde was heavily
tel imported phonograph for
conveniences, over my store. Solo- company dealing in Indian relics and
The pint to this sale is every
$3 75 which we guarantee to give
mon, The Tailor, 113 South Third. curios and operated at Pueblo Bonita,
satisfaction. The tone is loud
110 Miles from here among the desert
Phone 1016-a.
suit this season's make; every
Navajos. Indians say Hyde was murand clear and as sweet as the
CLOTHES
cleaned
and
pressed.
suit from our regular stock;
human voice. The fitstrument
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The dered and that certain Navajos know
where his remains were concealed
every suit has our guarantec;
Is well made and has noirelleate
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
parts to break or get out of order.
1016-a.
every suit has been cut 20 per
Our Idea of a hypocrite is a man
Come in and hear it and see if
FOR SALE-8e feet of round top who really admires
his mother-in-law
cent from the original price.
the niuslc is not as good tut you
picket fence, In good condition. Call
but is too conbrary to admit the fact.
at 1102 South Fourth street, or telehave ever heard from a phonophone 964.
graph costing ten times the
leZIUNDprice. It plays any standard
A pair of nose Close.
Special for Saturday
In a case. Owner may get them by
Edison or Columbia record, and
calling at The Sun office and pitying
20 per rent discount on
we have over two hundred of 0*
for this ad.
latest band pieoes and song hits
all Fancy Vests.
FOR SALE-Patent for the Ira
of the day.
oesesersewa-ef-braireedreer
motives. Model at No. 220 North
A
Seventh street. Elmer Lee.
Prospective Subscriber: "But If I do subscribe to Swell Society what asThe Owls meet tonight at their
FOR eA1J14---One model C. Ford
*urine* have I that Town Tetle will suppress th•
tle-er-arbole about
hall, 118 South Title! Street.
l
ento.
guaranteed
to
be
in
exeellent
ma?"
),
R. J. f11,I,,
319 Broadway.
condition,
eteason
for selling am goRook Cenvisseeri "air, do you doubt my word?"
ing to leave town. Can be seen at
• Halite
Foreman Novelty Co., $275:00.

udt9killip cgo.

White :Viten Marts
$1.00
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DEPRECATE WAR
TALK, JAPS

Cure For

I

"

No Reason Why Japan and U.
S. Should Fall Out

6aturdaq
tne ,Yiour
6pecials
7:30 to 3:30
tub(
S

aturday night from 7:30
to 8:30 we will offer
the following items at prices
quoted for one hour only,
also with another

Unknown Jpecial
to make things

more interesting. Last Saturday night
for our unknown we had
long silk or lisle gloves, $2
and $1.50 values, for $1.00.
Did you get a pair? Come
down this Saturday and see
what we will give under
this item.
Ladies' Hose Supporters, either belt or
pin fastenings, all colois, in pldin or
ruffled elastic, for this period,
per pair

lc

Children's Sox, sizes 4 to 5 1-2, all
colors, tan, blue, black or white, 3c
for this period at, per pair.
20 doz. pairs Dress Shields, summer
weight, good quality, priced for
this period at, per pair.....................
KC
50 patterns of Dress Lawns, all reat
and pretty designs, 10 yards to patterns, for this period,
per pattern

39c

Bleached Domestic, 33 inches wide,
soft finish, extra quality, a llc
1n
value, for this perioe at.
U3b

REXALL

Another Report That Little
SPY Has Hetet Captured Not
Authenticated.

Excessive Perspiration
For sweaty feet and
abnormal perspiration on any part of
the body. This
rerrie,ly is not designed for a tempo
rary relief, but is
absoldtely guaranteed to effect an absolute cure.

AT CLEVELAND
NATIONAL EDUCATORS DECIDE
TO MEET NEXT YEAR.

Actiou Taken To Promote Cause
Education in This Couutry By
Teattere.

u

Los Angeles,Cal., July 12-Among
the important things which the
National Educational emaciation
took
action was the authorizing of an
apLATEST RUMORS ABOUT
WAR.
poll:101mm of a committee of
five,
with Wiliani T. Harris, of Washi
ngton, D. C., as its chairman, to work
for
the
Intern
ational Association of
Bulletin.-San Diega, Cal., July
12
Educational Workers to promo
--A report was in circulation
te edtoday
uc-atlo
n and consider the problems
that a Japanese bad been
arrested at
confronting it and in appropriatio
Fort Rosencrane in the act of makin
n
g
of money for the use of the comdrawings of the fort. Major Getch
e
mittee
s
In
investigation of the shortwill give no information. The
Drag Store.
arrest
age of teachers and for the establ
was made several days ago,
ishit is said
ment of a national federal university
but where the Jap is now
or elm he
at Washington, D. C., and ascert
Is Is not positively known
ain.
ing the best way of teaching 1-n0ra:a 11) public schools.
No Report to Washington
.
The election of new officers of the
Washington, July 12.-It was
statcouncil, headed by Joseph
Schwain,
ed at the war department
today that
president of she Swarthmore colleg
e
no report has been received
there reof Swarthmore, Par, was completed.
garding the arrest of a Japanese
at
The board of directors took backFort ,Itoeeorans. near • an
ward steps in the simplified spelli
Diego,
River Report.
ng
while sketching fortifications,
Cairo
.23.2 0.1 fall of the words "through, though and
Chattanooga ..
"thor
ough,
"
in
the standard style. It
3.5 0.1. fall
Only Newspaper War.
Cincinnati
t-5.t 1.1 rise also re-elected H. B. Brown, pressNew York, July
12.-Two dis- Evansville
.
10.6 0.7 ase dent of the Valparaiso University, of
tinguished Japanese took occasi
on to. Johnsonville ..
4.0 0.3 fall Valparaiso, Ind., as a member of the
day to declare in no uncertain
rise board of trustees, and W.
terms Louisville
6.3 0.4 rise
T. Harris.
that there were no unfriendly
of Washington, D. C., a member of
tweet Mt. Carme)
4.0 1.0
between the United States and
Nashvi
lle
the
executive committee, created
Japan
. 7.7 0.1
a
and to say that undue importance
ffaallll new department for the benefi
at- Pittsburg
6.5 0.3 rise
t of
tributed by some trivial incide
nts. St. Louis
20.4 ... a,d the seven leading women's orgaisizaThe champions of peace and
friend- Mt, Vernon
9.9 0.7 rise tions in the country who desired afship between the two countries
filiation with the association. They
.10.4 0.1
were Paducah
admiral Yarnmoto and Viscou
also voted for Cleveland as the place
nt
Aoka. Japanese ambassadors
for the next conveption and took fawho
Inability of the towboat Catha
came from Washington to attend
rine vorable action upon the nation
a to back, resulted in
al unithat boat running versity
reception and luneheon given by
and other projects favored by
the a big model barge
aground at the the national
Japanese Society of America in
council. At the
hon- Sisters islands
night
yesterday afternoon. session genera
of Yamamoto. Aoki said:
l addresses were deThe barge draws 71
/
2
feet
of water livered by the leading educat
"There exists between the two govors of
and there is only 7 feet of
water in the country.
ernments no difference or Ill feelin
g the channel there.
•
Realizing that be
of whatever sort. There is not
the could not get throu
gh, the pilot tried
slightest cause for anxiety hi AmenCured
Lung
Troub
le,
to prevent the grounding of the
barge
(au-Japanese relations."
"Jt is now eleven years since I had
by backing, but this towboat
cannot a narrow escape from consumptio
Yamamoto said
among
other back effectivedy.
n,"
The barge
things: "Our interests, commercial
went writes C. 0. Floyd, a leading busifast aground and the Catha
rine re- ness man of Kershaw, S. C.
and otherwise, are so intimately
in- turned to this city
"I had
last night to get run down in weigh
terwoven and cordial and the relat to 1'3.5 pounds,
into
commu
nicat
ion with Cairo head- and coughing
tions between us of fifty years' standwas constant, both by
ing are of so firm a nature, that I can quarters. They ordered the Cathar- day and by night. Finally I
began
ine to return to Cairo and today
confidently affirm they would never
sent
king Dr. King's New Discovery, and
the
Beave
r
up
to
pull
off the barge. continued this for
be destroyed by mere trifling inciabout six months,
Fortunately for navigation, the barge
dents."
when my caught and lung troubl
e
drifted around out of the chancel
no were entirely gone and I was
restored
that other boats can ease.
to my normal weight, 17e pound
Japan Wants No War,
s."
The Jim Duffy is lying at the wharf
Colorado Springs, Col., July 12.Thousands of persons are healed
evreceiv
ing
repairs to the flange, and ery
Count Katoearno, of Tokio, Japan
year. Guaranteed at all drug,
while Mopping...over here today be- will be ready by the &tat of next gists, 5-dc and $1 (Y0. Trial
bottle
week to resume the tie business.
tween trains on his way to San Franfree,
Captain Baker. manager of the
cisco, whence he will sail for Yoko
Ayer-Lord Tie 'company. in this city,
hatua said:
and Attorney C. C. Graesaam will go
"If one will reason for a few minutes he can readily see that the last up on Hie Oastalia tomorrow with J.
thing Japan wants just now is war t B. Lord and other large stockholders
with the United States. Japan has in the company on an inspection
trip in the Tennessee river.
not yet recovered from the effects of
Finis Campbell, colored, 18 yeres
The Henrietta will go to the Ten- old, was run over by
the Russian war We have not money
a handcar at
enough to carry on a prolonged strug- nessee river after ties today or to- Grand Rivers yesterday afternoon
morro
w.
and
his
gle in the first place, and secondly,
right shoulder was broken.
tRain is welcome on the rivers, The He was brought to
but more important, we have all the
Paducah sod
territory we can handle. We have Incoming packets report a good fall Placed in the Illinois Central hospital
Korea on our heads and the world all elope the line and the failing last night. He is a section laborer
knows something of how hard that rivers will be checked if not raised employed by the road.
little kingdom is to bring into shape. by the rains,. During the rains here
Today there is much freigh
t in
Then comes Formosa, which is prac- yesterday, .66 inches fell. The tall in the Paducah Illinois 'Centr
al yards,
tically a savage country. This would the last 24 hours registered on. the and while great inconvenienc
e is exbe enough if we did net have the vast guage was .1, leaving the stage at perienced in moving it, the
road is
territory of Manchuria to rehabilitate 10.4. On July 12 last year the stage suffering but slight delay. The
report
that the yards are blocked is
Conditions there after the war were was 6.6.
denied.
ve
re
dS
Lumber co
up
covered
chaotic'and it will be years before
t.
the decks of the
A. H. Egan, Roadmaster A.
the country ean be brought to any- Kentucky on arrival this morning F. Harem and Supervisor of Bridge
s
from the Tennessee river, to a depth aria Buildings W. C. Wagge
thing like order.
ner, of
of five feet clear back
the engine She Louisville division of the Illinois
room. It will be unloaded at Brook - Central, were in Padueah
RECRUIT 114 A(N'EPTED
last night,
leaving this mcirning for the
division.
FOR CAVALRY SERVICE. port and the Kentucky will leave on
Fireman Pete Gibson, of the
Captain W. L. Reed accepted one Saturday evening at 6 o'clock for the
Illinois Central, who was shot
man recruited by Sergeant Blake to- Tennessee river.
July
Fourt
Twent
h,
y Paducalians left yesterday
continues to improve at the
day at the local recruiting office. Roy
Peelman. of Vevan, Ind., will go to on the Peters Lee for the round trip railroad hospital, and is said will recover. He has been removed to
the cavalry. Gilbert Walker, 1126 to Cincinnati.
the
The Georgia Lee will arrive Satur- general ward, where he can base the
Broadway. whose term of enlistment
benefi
ts
aftern
of conversation with other
oon from Cincinnati on her
has recently expired, will re-enlist day
patients at the hospital.
and may be assigned to the recruit- -way down to Memphis.
The Joe Fowler arrived today
ing service in this district. He is an
Tit:,Evening Sun-10c. a week.
from Evansville and cleared for that
expert rifleman In the army,
+•••••••••••=1
port this afternoon.
Wheat is delaying the St. Louis.
Tennessee river packets now, the SalHilo not arriving until today from
St. Louis. After a brief stay here,
the astern° went to the Tennessee
For
river.
The Dick Fowler has wheat grains
all over the (leeks now showing a
good business in this line. The storms
The following reduced rates
did not inconvenience any of the
222, 4-11-44
are announced:
packets yesterday and the Dick Fowler made the Cairo tradeaan time.
Louisville,
7-11
Ky., Round
trip $2.50.
Captain R. D.'Morrow and wife, of
Special train
leaves Paducah 4:30 a m.,
Danville, Tens., are visiting in the
FIVE CENTS city,
Saturday. July 20; returning
the guests of Col. and Mrs. Bud
leaves Louisville 4 p. ne, Mondale at the New Richmond Home,.
day, July 22. Tickets good onThat bantam among boats, the Fan
Speaking of cigars made in
ly on special trains in both
nie Wallace, has joined the ranks of
Pod nosh, we believe we have
directions. No extension will
Paducah housekeepers, who are lookbe granted; no baggage will
in the "222," "4-11-44" and
ing for a cook. -Each one of the
he checked.
crew as he got up this morning, had
"7-11" the best five cent
Nashville, Tenn. Round trip
to go to the kitchen and cook his
clears you can find anywhere.
$2. Special train leavea Pabreakfast.
ducah 9:25 a. In
Their are made by skillful
Sunday,
The City of Savannah will leave
July
14; returning leaves
union men, of selected maSt Louie Monday afternoon for the
Nashville, 8 p. m., Monday.
Tennessee river arriving hero Tuesterials, Rod are kept :n perJuly 16. No extension will be
day evening or Wednesday morning
fect condition in our specially
granted; no baggage will be
on special eraine going and
constructed hninidora. When
Official Forecasts.
returning.
The Ohio, at Evansville and
Mt.
we say that, we have done
Vernon, will rise slightly during the
Jamestown, Va. - Exposiour best in an ad-but you
next 12 to 94 bourn, then fall. At
tion, April 19th to November
ought to try a few of the
Paducah and Cairo, will continue fall
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
Rig slowl) during the nest 24 hours.
cigars; that's the true test.
excursions on special dates;
The Tennessee from Florence to
$18,00 every Tnesday;. limit
the mouth, will probably continue
10 days.
falling slowly during the next 24
hours.
For information, apply to
The Mississippi from Cheater to
City Ticket Office, Filth and
4th and Broadway
ai,)ve Cairo, will remain about staBroadway or Union Depot.
hither Phone No, 77.

McPHERS1ON'S

RAILROAD NOTES

A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best abd we meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNES§FEIREPHONE CO.
American-German National Bank
Capital ...... • •. ta..• ••
Surplus and undivided profits
Stockholders liability

$=0,000.00
100,000.00
230,000.00

To
4•

• 0.

••••

0
.
•• .$580,000.00

Total resources

.,....$1085,4153.22

,

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorn
eys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louts F. Kolb, of Kolb
Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Fetter, of IL A. Fetter
Supply Co,; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. 111 Rieke & Sons,Wholass
ale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad, Water
Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, Presideat.../
T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presides&
ED. L. ATKINS. Cashier.

4111111.111n1111111MIMA

CITY TRANSFER CO

4

Now located at

Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds ef haulin
g.

TELEPHONE 499

1

V

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
132-134 N.Pourth

t.

Phormas 7157

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN-TEN CENTS A WEEK
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•
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Paducah Cigars

UNION MEN

One lot of 3 dozen Trimmed Flats,
worth from $10 to $5, for
this period cinly

S1198

One lot of White Lace and Fancy
Dress Hats, prices ranging from $20
to $6, for this period
Half Prier
One lot of Untrimmed Hats, chips and
fancy braids, $2.50 to $1.50
value hats, for this period

75c

Ze Acre on clime
7:30 to 3:30
no filtone `Orders.

,fc Vharges

17aken en Abore Artlelea

Will J. Gilbert
Agent,for original
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•
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•
PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
CATALOGUE
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lag nervine.
Its timely use much
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•• Author of ••Winge of the Morning." "The Pillar of
soning, saw that this new ally might
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Government.
of a crime, for Mason not only looked.
coming of baby, thereby rendering childbirth safe, easy, and almost painless.
but talked, murder.
Bear in mind, please that Dr. Phiroe's
"I think I haul better go," he said
(Continued From Yesterday.)
Most noted waters and baths in America
Favorite Prescription is not a secret or
eel loss or supplies, but neither fright suddeuiy. "Your brandy is too strong
Tl1E?.
IDEAL,
I--/AMIL.Y IRESCIUT
patent medicine, against which the most
WHAT
BILL
nor hetred could bring him to leave for my head, Grenier. Call and see
IN EQUITY SEEKS.
CHAPTER XVI.
Electric lighted, Steam heated. Capacity 600 guests.
Intelligent people are quite naturally I dr
London
and
me
settle
in
the
morning."
down
to
a
quiet
life
OSIE
td
my
chambers," mutaverse, because of the uncertainty as to
No Mosquitoem, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
The astute rogue whom he addresstered the youngest of the in Devonshire, when perhaps the eldtheir composition and harmless character,
BATHS—Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
tilts "We are fools to dis- erly naturalist's fit of indignation ed raised no objection to his departure.
but is a MXDICUNK or KNOWN comeorre
AMUSEMENT'S—
Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,
New York, July 12.—After fillog
He instantly embraced Langdon's atticuss such things here. It Is might gradually wear itself out.
vete, a full list of all its ingredients being
Fishing.
in the United States_ circuit court
At this crisis came his discovery of tude in his wider horizon.
printed, in plain English, on every bottle- your fault, Grenier. Why did you drop
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to
per mote
MT
SO
$25
per
SIO
went
Special Rates to Families. Parties set
here
today a bill in equity in the fed"Yes," he agreed. "let us sleep on it.
wrapper. &An examination of this list of this bombshell on me so unexpected- Evelyn Atherley and a mad desire to
Mem Woad Musa Trip Rates ml 1640 over Mess Ceotrau Roane
Ingredients will disclose the fact that it is ly? You confounded actors are always win her affections. Ile even dreamed We will all be better able to discuss eral government's action against the
IV1ERCKE F312(38., OWNERS IMO MANAGERS GIPSON SPRINGS KY.
non-alcoholic In its composition, chemic- looking out for
American Tobacco company, James C.
a curtain. You should of persuading her to marry him and matters more clearly tomorrow."
ally pure, triple-refined glycerine taking
by this mesas succeed in rehabilitatThenceforth the flat in Shaftesbury McReynolds, the governmen's special
the place of the commonly used alcohel, not try the experiment on your chums
ing himself with Sir Philip Moriand.
avenue became a spider's web into attorney, said probable criminal prosIn its make-up. In this connection It In a crowded bar."
The girl was well born. Mrs. Ather- tchich the files that buzzed around ecutions would be begun later against
may not Ito out of place to state that the
"Now, my dear Langdon, do be rea"Favorite Prescription" of Dr. Pierce is
ley was Lord Vanstone's heir sister. Philip's life were drawn one ,by one, sonic of the defendants in the present
the only medicine put up for the cure of sonable. How could I tell that the
Safe Delight
_woman's peculiar weaknesses and all- mere name of Philip Anson would cre- and, although his lordship bad ruined squeezed dry of their store of rnfornaa- injunction receivership proceedings.
.
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ben itVec'kercLi
a
attunes, and sold through druggists, all ate a Beene? You look as sick as a binaselrand his relations by his ex- lion and cast forth again unemisclons The bill filed today (Merges conspirathe ingredients of which have the unFirst-Class Only—Passenger L rvice Exclusively
travagance, the match was in every of the plot being woven against their cy in restraint
of trade, that, under
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the Sherman anti-trust act, is a crimmedical writers and teachers of all the be hanged, and my old pal Hunter
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several schools of practice, and that too seems to have suddenly gone mad."
Within a month Greater knew An- inal offense.
formula of seeking an acquaintance in son's habits, his
as remedies for the ailments for whith
and ILLINOIS
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comings and goings,
Indeed, his words were justified.
Twenty-nine individuals are named
Treiser., I l .141 .1
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`Favorite Prescription" is recommended.
the ordinary way.
Accustomed to his bankers, his brokers, many of his
Vu,.1n,..151, for Lisdinston nod Islahloso.e.
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among the defendants, including
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5.•ril"..
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eonquests,
he
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Investments, the names of his chief James B. Duke, president of the
be sent to any address, post-paid, and eorpselike la pallor, find Mason, alias
SEHOLZHEIM. 13. P. A. Manites Steamship Co.. Chicago. or
wishes to Grenier and resented the lat- employees, the
absolutely free if you request same by Hunter, though his tongue was
2. F. CHURCH,6. P. A. Nortnern Michigan Trans. Co., Chicago.
members of his yacht's American Tobacco company; John B.
stilled,
/1
metal card, or letter, of Dr. R. V. Pierce,
ter's condemnation of his suggestion of crew, the topography of
his Sussex es- Cobb, presideat of the American Cibore every indication of a man enBuffalo. N. Y.
a mock accident in which Landon tee. Nothing was too
trivial, uo de- gar company; William
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con- raged almost beyond control.'
K. 'Jerrie,
should Metre as the gentlemanly res- tail too unimportant. to
stipation. Constipation is the cause of
escape a note chairman
"Come away, then," said Langdon,
Rollingstone
The Killaniey of America.
Nomoss— "Thirsty
of the board of managers of
cuer, as it ready means of whining the undecipherable
many diseases. Cure the cause and you
to others and a niche
cure the disease. Easy to take as candy. with a horrible attempt to smile in- •
Nestling in a frame of beautifully Thingumbob has de rams ag'in. He'a
the British-American Tobacco corn
grateful regard.
In a retentive memory.
differently.
Caleb C. Dula, Percival S. Hill, wooded shores lies a series of beau- seem' t'ings."
The result was worse than failure.
He made a friend of one of Philip's Pane;
"No, no. There are too many eyes
Tatterdon Torn— "Snakes?"
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F. Ryan, Pierre Lorillard, tiful lakes 145 miles north of the
was
He
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with
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will with footmen by standing treat and listenCALLOWAY ASS'S.
here that we should leave with the air
Roliingstone Nornoss—"Worse dart
Greilier and reached a higher pitch of ing reverently to his views
Peter A. B. Widener, Anthony N. city of Toronto, Ontario, and known
the
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next
of a set of stage murderer". Sit down.
Dark Tobacco 'Meetings Arranged Let us have a nip of brandy. Talk fury ween Mason surlily refused to say day's racing. He persuaded one kitch- Brary, and W. C. Reed, representa- as the "Lakes of Bays Region, a dat. Woodpiles an' axes."—Philadelchain of seven lakes studded with phIa Press.
whet grievance he harbored against en maid in Park lane
and another at tives in this country of the Imperial
With Dates and Places,. ,
about raciem, women, anything. for R
Anson.
Fairfax Hall that he had waited all his Tobacco company of England. The lovely islands, with hotels throughMurray, Ky., July 12.—Chairman little while and then go out quietly."
out the district and a good steam"A nice muddle I've made of.every- life to discover a woman he could
One of the chief values of glory is
lore bill in equity make:
Swann, of the Calloway County Dark
Greuirr was right. A detective had
boat service to all points attracts the that you can get cash advanced on it.
thing!" cried the disappointed youth. devotedly. It was a most important
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Tobacco association, has arranged a already nudged au acquaintance and
"And a precious lot of friends I've die- discovery when he unearthed In
a din- American Tobaoo company and its tourist, angler and sportsman. Just
list of appointments at which places whispered:
covered! I tell you everything, place gy hotel the man whom Philip
had dis- affiliated concerns, the American the out-of-the-way sort of place to
those who are not members will he "The pigeon seems to be upset. And myself unreservedly
In your power, missed for tampering with the locked Snuff company. the American Cigar visit during the summer months. For
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piedgieg one of the hawks is in it rare temper and you not only let me drift into a portmanteau.
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their crops. There will be speaking
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W. Robinson,
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anti and the Conley Foil company, from 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa,
He watelfed them through a mirror.
KENTUCKY.
13th, 2 o'clock; Gotthen school house,
He rose to go, but Grenier firmly Judicious Inquiry seen revealed
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look
there
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ship, 16th, 8 o'cick; Pottertown., 17th,
you the cab adventure was the millionaire's fortune's.
better eubserved thereby, that receiv2 o'clock; MoChristlan school house, at the door that they had gone toward a mistake. It might go wrong in revelOrdinary people will credit any nonShaftesbury avenue.
ry wilts and right only in one. Atel sense where diamouds are coneerned. ers be appointed to take possession
17th, 8 o'clock; Concord, 18th, 2
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D. A. Bailey, Prop.
land, 21)th, 2 o'clock; Alrno, 22nd, 2 "What
a splendid nerve that fellow Hunter, anti why does he not be as found ready credence among the do- about conditions of trade and comint J. A. Lades, Prepettiss.
mestics.
o'clock; Shiloh, 22nd, 8 o'clock; has. Reports himself coolly
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Certainly the methods of the superior him. That should be enough for you."
It was absolutely useless to him. But English tobacco trust, be restrained COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE soschool house.26th, 8 o'clock; Broviu's scoundrels of London are peculiar.
• Utmost-sail lied sourly st big lender's his vitals yearned for -Anson's- gold, from engaging In interstate or for.Grove, 271h, Z'o'clock.
Grenter knew that he was a marked ready explanation, and Langdon saw
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anti the question he asked himself in eign trade within the jurisdiction of
man in the eyes of the police. He only the venom in the man's face.
from
Paducah to Cincinnati,
every unoccupied momeut was how he the United states until such time as
knew that the particular saloon bar
"He oterht to have said mo." he mat- might succeed in getting some portion It shall cease to act in pursuance
How to Cure Chilblale
St. Louis and Menipills, which
"To enjoy freedom from chil- he affected was the rendezvous not tered. "1 sin In no mood to be denied of it into his own pocket.
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are as follows:
with an agreement executed between
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otis- only of others like himself, but of the the confidence of those who act with
One day a quaint notion entered his It and the American Tobacco comAND
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Iniducah to Cincinnati and
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nand. and the more the thought of it pany IQ 1902 providing for distriburopolitan force. Yet this was his fie can we do?"
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the more it dominated him. lie wait tion of the world's trade.
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figure,
cass is there are the jackals. He would and passed his cigarette case.
St. Louis ...
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anteed for fever sores, indolent uland his face had never lost the plasticinever dream of honest endeavor in a
Wise Counsel From the South.
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But Grenier was a careful rogue.
O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
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You would be him, and he undertook a series of ex- Blankership, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
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After a boyhood of good training and swamped instantly.
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PADUC.111, KY.
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Onee indeed, he endeavored to put his He has susceptible cooks and house- son sufficiently well to deceive any one
Telephones: Office 320; residencs
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L.urve Clew 3and daily
10 IS P. M.
1..s.0•1,oit Mondays & •Seturtforo 5 05 P. M.
picious aide glance of a diecomfited on state funds from April 1 to June
Arrive INV daily ...... 5.30A. M.
Por the
Special excursion rate now in sr
His wits were sharpened, his cool inWednesdays
& Friday.9 30* M.
dog which hits been startled by some 30 last.
Peer Tripe pro Iree4 •commosetag Ito. ISO.
y Paylleld Trips'Mama hoar* and Clisaniand
feet from Paducah to Evansville and tellect developed by prison life and as
dnriair lsly sad Aarlas.
141th to Se 4mobelf MOW C.4* T. Line
person emitter to it in ordinary guise,
will operate nay enrolee dad, between Cleveland, Ilit-iss.noy
and Toledo.
return, $4.(q). Elegant 11101114 on the sociatione He personally would keep
THE •MILE
but masquerading in mitre garments,
8.1i4 e mutoomph* UlnoirMed proplitot. Adelman T.. 41.
A.. Detwa,
clear
of
baby's
the
appears
law
and
others
on
make
off
romp
supThat
won't
boat, Tabl • unsurpassed.
DIETRO T & CLEVELAND NAY. CO. rump I.
"A mere pleasantry, I assure you. fare after one bottle of White's Cream
a.%shuts. noel Sir.
port him.
Good Ilea Sena, man, how you must Verrolfuse, the great worm medieine.
He would depend on two classes of
lothy'a
on
&mile
that/
Denatured
hate this fellow Anson if you are so Why not keepkeep fithis medicine on
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
face? If you
contributories -fools, like Langdon, and
ready to slay him at sight! From your hand, you will never see anything else
slow witted criminele like Mason. BeAlC01101
he
story,
only
own
acted as ninety-nine but smiles on his faee. Mrs. 13—.. BlackLeaves Pas ucal for Cairo and way ing a really clever man, It would be
well, Okla., writes: "My baby was
people out of a hundred would have peevish
and fretful. Would not eat and
huidlogs at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex- strange if his own middle path were
done in helping the cop."
1 feared be would die. I used.a bottle
We take pleasure in announcSept Sunday. Special excursion rates not kept clear of fetters.
(*ream le-rinitege and h..
White's
of
"What I want to, know Is why you has
not had a lock day since." Sold by
In the mystery surroanding Philip
ing that we now have Denatured
now in effect from Paducah to Cairn
are playing tricks on me. I won't J. H. oehischnieger. 141 ax Bros. anti e.
Anemia; innuenee over these two be
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
0. Ripley.
and return, with or without meals
stand It. I'm not built that way."
scented interestingdetelopmente. Bebe used for burning purposes
and room. Good music and table un- ginning
(Continued
in
Next Issue.)
with a young rake's attempt to
His Hair Medicine.
only, as nearly every one now
eurpassed .
ensnare a beautiful girl, he suddenly
fouud
He
his hair was leaving the
knows,
for
but
use
in
the
arts
For further information apply te liscovered a situation pregnant with
"To Keep Well
top of his head, and took his barber
and mechanics it is _the most
S. A. Fowler General Pans. Agent, or the potentiality of gain to himself. It
The whole year through," writes L.
to task about It.
economical and satisfactory fue
A. Bartlett, of Rural Route 1, GuilGiven Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at lid not matter to him who paid him.
"You sold me two bottles of stuff
whether
Anson
known.
or
Deletion. He would
ford, Me., I and my family use Dr.
Powler-Crumbangh & Go's. eine
to make this hair grow."
betray one or the other or both imPills.
Life
King's
New
They
have
Cheaper
than wood alcohol, it
Rob phone. No. IL
"It is very strange It won't grow
partially
proven most satisfactory to all of us."
also burns without any of its
again," Interrupted the barber. "I
Mason he liked. The man's rugged
They tone the system and cure bilileT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
offensive odor. Next time try
can't understansi it."
ousness, malaria and constipation.
RIVER PACKET OCIMPANY strength of character. his sleAge hamIt in your chafing dish or alco"Well, look here," said the man.
mer villainy, his dogged acceptance of
all druggists, 25e.
Guaranteed
at
hol heater; it will be a revela"I don't mind drinking another botFOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
the leadership of a more skilled rascal,
tion to you. Be sure to phone
tle, but this mast be the last."—Weeappealed to, him. Marion was a tool.
Always Together.
leyan Christian Advocate.
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
and a hard hitting one. TIP would use
Arid
"Yes," answered the guide. 'There
Paducah druggist handles it,
him, safeguard him if he could, but
Quite a celgoes Rain-in-the-Face.
,W0111,11
ALL
THE
use him anyhow.
Both Phones 756.
ebrated Indian."
Known that Itallard's Snow Liniment
In the seclusion of tirenier's small
"Indeed!" exclaimed the tourist. has no Superior for Itheutnatiam. stiff
Joints. Cutts Sprains, leeneago and All
flat 11,angtion petered oat lila spleen.
150 i. pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
"And who Is that other Indian with Pains. Miy It. try It and you will alAnson was the bane of his life. Ills
ways use it. Any body who has used
for bottle.
him?"
Belleti-ces snow Liniment is a living
stepfather was Anaon's uncle, find the
Bottledln Bond
"Oh. that is Chief Big Umbrella." proof what It does. All we ask of you
pt.
and
I
25c
bottle;
10c
rebate
Lcaves Paducah for Tennessee River old Idiot recently found out certain
is to get a trial bottle. Price 35e, AOC
foots concerning the life led by his
for bottle.
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
and 51,400. 'Sold by J. HjOehhichlaemer,
CURES CHILL AND swam
a W. Wirt. Narogdoches. Texas. says Lang Bros. and C. 0. !limey.
A. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Mester stepson that noised n family rupture
36c 2 pt. and bottle: 100 rebate '
"His daughter hail rhino and fever for
li*.P19t*trilldelkvartit-ta-iatal WLh.
— .---44egykototeleel •
, esposat•sast-litilt alteratives --'1711.*YrffPfftlIrlftlffifffftrettel tette."'
Mier This company Is not responsible tort with III nureetiol.'and, the baronet
that would help h•r WU be used tier"To mind," sneered the purist. "is
was
intent on finding his sister's onto
bine. His wire will ten, keep house
for invoice charges unless colleced by
wittaput it, and 'moot pay too nines to obey."
reel atoning to him for yenta es nes.
Oehlschlne.
by
J.
R.
the clerk of the boat
tor rt." sae. seta
"That's what I do" -Worthington
lest by making Wm We heir.
Ric. Lrinfr pros. and C. O.
Speelal excursion pates from PadaHerald.
Lady Louise concealed nothing of
Prompt Service as Teloplions Onion.
esti to Waterloo. Pare for the round
thin from her scapegtace eon
She
A woman le Deter truly happy If
seventh and 1FIroadway.',
trip It o0 . Leave@ Paducah every
hermit to frighten him by tlie threaten
You setter really know your friends
there is nothing in the world for her
iVednetklay at 4 y.
LIMB they becefne your enefnlea,
to Worry about,
1
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The KING d

DIANIONDS.

•

By Louis Tracy,

CRIMINAL 50118
IN TOBACCO CASE

FREE

•

G RAYSON

SPRINGS

LAKE BREEZES

K.

MANITOU

...trztp, MISSOURI
r-

HENRY 11110111EN JR.

-

NEW STATE HOTEL Oak Dale Hotel

[

LEE LINE rSTEHUIERS

KILL

COUCH

CURE TNE LUNGS

Dr,King's
Nevf,, Discovery

•

FOR etoucHs ,j3TST.m."

DR. 0. R. KIDD

C

Enjoy,
the DeWitt-a
of a LakeiTiqp

ar

CHAFING DISH

This is the season when
whisky is used frequently for
medicinal purposes.

Early Times

Jack Beam

MIS CUM

Nine summers old will meet

'f

S. H. WINSTEAD

all the requirements.
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GREAT SOUTHERN TFA & COFFEE CO.

EVERY MAN SHOULD PROFIT
BY OUR CLEAN-UP SALE

Both Phones 805. 113 South Second St.
11 Pounds Fine Granulated Sugar 60c.
Sgurday
'
s Special in the Big Groctry

Our Saturday's sales are getting more popular each week, becauess our prices fill the wants of the people. Fill your baskets
here for your Saturday dinner.
Coffee, fresh roasted, Santos, 3 Ms
45c
Coffee, cream .qtrality,blended Coffee, 4 lbs....21.00
Cider or White Vinegar,
qt. bottle
•
10c
Flour, finest Pat., sack 70r
Second grade, sack
65c
Ginger Snaps, 2 Ms
15c
Wafer Crackers, 2 tbs 25c
Lard, 5 Ms
50c
Corn Starch. Pkg.... ...9c
Prunes, 3 Ma
40e
Meal, le lbs. Pk
15e
Galion Bucket Syrup
40e
3 cakes Sweet Chocolate 10c
Pt. bottle Blueing
4e
Qt. bottle Blueing
Sc
3 cans Juue Peas
20e
3 cans June Corn
20c
2 cans Pumpkin
20c
3 cans Hominy
20c
1 can 3 Ms Peacbes
15c
1 can 2 lb Peaches
10c

OfMen's,Boys'and Children'sSuits

1 Pd. Old 'Potatoes
20c
3 cans Kraut
20c 6
Hearth Broom for the
baby to sweep
1 Gal. Headlight Oil
15e
5 boxes Blueing
5c
1 box Matches
le
1 bottle Lillie Hot
I oc
1 Pt. Glass Mustard..
10c
1 Jar Jelly, any flavor. 10c
Cream Cheese, lb
20c
Brick Cheese, lb
20c
Oyster Craeiters. 2 Ms
15c
3 cans Sardines
10c
1 glass Mixed Tea
15c
3 Ms Stick Candy
25e
Powdered Sugar, 3 Ms
25c
Dark Brown Sugar, 4 lbs 25c
3 boxes Jelto
25c
2 boxes Je:lo Powder
25c
Cake Icing, Pkg.
10c
7 bars Star Soap
25c
10 bars Ark Soap
2.1c
1 th Pitted Cherries
25c

E of the late season there are many choice lots
BECAUS
to select from that are usually closed by this time. i
Staple blues and black are also included, as well as hundreds of neat effects that are made in conservative
styles that will be just as correct next season ---and
can be worn late in the fall. We include them
because it's the New Store's policy to CLOSE OUT i
ALL STOCKS and show new selections each season. The i
unusually large sale of Men's and Boys' Suits since this
sale begun has again demonstrated the public's appreciation of the New Store's efforts along this line.

AVIER THIRTY YEARS FARThe bride and husband agreed to the
MER TELLS OF PARENTS proposition and
on the young woman was overwhelmed with kisses
Salem, Iowa, July 12-After liv- She eventually had $385 on the plate
ing for 38 years without knowledge provided for the kiss fees.
of his parents, the mystery surround
Mg /he birth of John Stipes, a well
•
Pennsy Fight 2-Cent Rate.
known farmer living near Salem, has
Philadelphia, July 12.- President
been revealedeto him. He has learn- McCrea, of the
Pennsylvania
railed he was the son of Mr. and Mrs. road, was the principal witness
toCharles Overrocker.
day in the equity proceedings instiThe baby which was finally given tuted by that company
against the
the name of John Stipes was found city and county of Philadelphia,
to
one morning 38 years ago on a door restrain it from enforcing the
twostep of a small hotel conducted by cent, fare law. The law goes
into efHiram Gibbs in Salem. Gibbs did fect October 1, and provides
a pennot feel that he could properly care alty of $1,000 for each
violation
for the child and gave it te Mr. and Most of the railroads of
the state
Mrs. Hezekiah Stipes, who had
no have started similar actions and tochi:deemone- in Salem
knew. dayes-proceedinge -were regarded as a
aught of the child's parents, and test case. John G. Johnson,
of counyoung Stipes grew to manhood with- sel for the Pennsylvania
railroad, in
out the mystery being solved. Re- opening the proceedings, which
were
cently he went to Kahokia, Mo., in in the nature of a hearing
in equity,
answer to a summons, and was there said the commonwealth had
no contold by Dr. Albert Broil, a dentist, stitubional right to legislate
rates tot
that Broil was his uncle, and had the Pennsylvania
railroad, under its
placed him on the Salem door step. charter.
Broll said Stews was the child of his
-sister, who had separated from her
Strengthen Russian Force.
husband a short time
before the
St. Petersburg, July
12.-Two
clew was born. The sister had two
river torpedo boats and battery of
other children and wished to have machine guns have
arrived at Ledoga
the babe placed in a good home. Ac to strengthen
the force previously
cordingly, Broil told Stipes. he took sent tpere to
suppvess the disturbthe baby to the Gibbs hotel. Stipes' ances
due to the opposition of pesants
pa ents, grandparents and foster to
the use of tug boats on the canal.
parents are dead. He Is married
The government has cancelled the
and hag two sons.
towing monopoly by meant; of horses
hitherto In the hands of a powerful
111 .% KISS: BRIDE GETS $38.1.
peasant trust, but othereowners of
horses decline to work, fearing the
Husband Stnisie Aside and Grown vengeance of the strikers. Three
Rich While Guests Scramble.
hundred barges have been oollected
at Ledoga and they appear likely to
Treverton. Pa., July
12.-When remain there for some time.
Mrs. Andrew Lueaskow was led from
the church into the home of her busBlack opals of great beauty are
band after her marriage today one of found in Queensland, Australia, bethe wedding settees proposed that sides 56 other kinds of
precious
each man kiss the bride at $1 apiece. stones.

The $7.50 men's and
suits now.

youths'

The $10.00 men's and youths'
suits now. _
The $12.50 men's and youths'
suits now
The $15.00 men's and youths'
suits now.
•
The $18 00 men's and youths'
suits now
The 120.00 men's and youths'
suits now

$ 6.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
14.40
16.00

The $22.50 men's and
youths'
suits now

flfl i
$18,00

The 125.00 men's and youths'
suits now...2100
The $30.00 men's and youths'
suits now...,..........
The $35.00 men's and youths'
suits now.
The 140.00 men's and youths'
suits now
.
_--____

24.00
28.00
32.00

j
t
r

Special Attention of Every Mother
Is directed to our clean-up sale of Boys' and Children's Clothing. Every suit offered in fresh and new.
The children's department is on first floor and easy
of access at all times.
$1.50 Boys' and Children's
Suits now.,
.....
. $3 50 Boys' and Children's..
Suits now.
00 Bo)s' and Children's
Suits now.
$5 00 Boys' and Children's
Suits now
t6.00 Boys' and Children's
Suits now.

$2.00
2.80
3.20
4,00
4,80

$6 50 Boys' and Children's
Snits now,
..........
Si 50 Boys' and Children's
Suits now.........._........
$8 50 Boys' and Children's
Suits now•
Boys' and Children's
Suits now.
1110.00 Boys' and Children's '
Suits now.. . ..... ............

*11.00
*1100

$5,30
U.
U..
1.20
8.00

I

1

lareLLEYSOCa
415**417 ,,,,„ B R.0_A ICI NATI1 -Y"
IrtftTN).ANajal
I,SrflTciTbritO

sassemilarassis.41ftslissliPs111.41mmemselmillississis..ftesissarmlift.fte........

SAVE 21c BY BUYING AT
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STRICKEN BLIND WHILE
tried. The greatest high wall: of upon proper evidence
that the rate so
WALKING WIRE ROPE record was that made by Blondin established
would be unjuet either to
Cleo. W. Katterjohn
when he walked across Niagara Falls the carriers or
Geo. A. Gardner
to the shipper, to reDenver. Colo., July 12.-Stricken on a wire.
Residence Phone 1221.
Residence Phone 134'7-e l.
fuse it as baste for fixing the intere
suddenly blind while walking a wire
The difilcietioe of the attempt were state rate
rope stretched across South Bowlder told by Baldwin himself.
He said:
Canyon at Eldorado Springs, Prof.
"The principal difficulty that
I
Boston Tells of Debauchery.
!Iv, Baldwin finished the last 50 feet had to contend with was the wind.
of what is regarded as the most per- Soon after I started and when probSan Francisco, Cal.. July 12.-Dr.
Granitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
ilous walk ever undertaken by any ably forty 'feet from the side of the Charles Boxton, the temporary mayman, in safety. The
Steps and Buttresses.
wire
was canyon a gust of wind struck me. or of San Francisco, on the witness
stretched 583 feet above the grouni. For n moment it caused me to siege stand in the Glass; trial, this afterAnything in cement construction we do it Estimates furnished.
and from end to end was 580 feet In and I took a step backward and man- noon,. told the story of his debauchlength.
ment by Theodore V. Halsey, the inaged to balance myself.,
The feat accomplished by Bald"I started again. In one or two dicted serene isf the Pacific States Telwin was 'h. greatest of its kind ever places the guy wires holding the rope ephone company, who, he, testified.
were loose and caused it to sway. paid him $5.000, "mostly in $100
This caused no' some Inconvenience, bills", and having used his .ieleence
Restricting Sale of Cocaine.
by tine up to $1.000, imprisonment
as a supervisor against the g‘nting
but I got by these places all right.
One of the acts of the late New up to one year, or both. The use of
rival
of
a
franchise
to the Home Tee
"Then another gust of wind
hit
York legislature worth noticing is a cocaine is reported to be Increasing
me. Here I swayed for a minute. ephone company.
stringent prohibition of the sale of to an alarming extent In all of the,
At 4:30 p. m. adjourreeent was tabet managed 1ft catch
myself and
larger cities, the habit not sparing
ken to permit Boxton to attend a cocaine or any of its salts, except upwent jot.
even the youth.-Springfield, Mass..
very. important meeting of the board on a physician's written prescription
"Ilhought I was getting along all
which shall be retained by the drug- Republican.
of supervisors, called for 3 o clock.
right when I was suddenly stricken
gist,
Saturday. July 13.
shall not be filled more than
The first and only important quesblind. I knew there were some men
once, and shall not be copied.. Violimey makes a lot of remuneration
asked
of
Boxten
Dr.
in
the
crossPurity Flour a bbl
$5.35 on the other end of the wire. and I
lation is made a felony punishable tive work for the beauty
examination
doctors.
before
he
was
excused
50 lb tag Elite Flour
$1.40 began calling to the mall the rest
7 bare Swift Pride Soap ........24c of the way. In this wafter I was brought out the answer that the sit3 Pkgs. Swift Washing Powder..10e able to keep my nerve, azel letting pervlsorial caucus at which A. majority of the 15 supervisors decided
3 Pkgs. Celluloid Starch
10c my way across, finished lit safety. as
2 Ma Ginger Snaps
15c the mette ctinght me when I got to to abenclen the Pacinc States Telephone company-by whoneaccording
16e. the other side."
1 Doz. Sour Pickles.
to their confessions to the grand jury.
I Qt Mixed Sweet Pickles
20c The rope on which Baldwin walked
they bad been bribed-and voted h
1 Qt Banquet Sweet Relish
25c across the canyon was put up by a
botAles Sweet or Sour Pickles. 24e moving and storage company. It is franetlit4e to the Home company, was
Any piece of granite ware in
1 lb Shredded Cocoanut ....
20c 550 feet in length and in that length held in the office of Mayor Schmitt
With
lb. of Tea or 1 biton the Sunday evening Preceding
1 lb Mixed Tea
25c there was a slack of only eight feet.
our north window.
tie
of
30c
Extract.
February
26, 190.6.
2 2 lb cans Table Peaches
25c At the highest point It was 583 feet
'Sexton's cross-examination
3 3 lb cane Table Peaches*
50c above the bottom of the canyon.
Palmer House Flour per
2 cans Corn
Delmas will be resumed toMorroe
15c
1 Gal. Old Time Molasses
65(
sack only
70e
Quart Bottle Table Vinemorning.
2 Pkgs.. Jello, any flavor
15c
gar for ........
JUST RATES you ALL.
Omega Flans per sack
/12c
, or
4 10c can. Potted Ham
20*.
2 cans Shrimps
23.
1 can Baker's Cocoa
lee
3 Sc vans Potted Ham
A Hymn Hint.
I 1 ire
2 cans Slat Salmon
to lie Fixed by Interstate t'unt22r
The parish clerk
2 packages 111c soda
1 lb can Chip Dried Beef
lIe
of Turnbridge i
2"
cans
Grate.A
. or Sliced
toeree Consmitselen.
3 Pkgs. Hard wood Toothpicke 10v
Wells who lived In a house celled
12 The Ic.e Oresm Salt.. 1 Oc
Pineapple "."
22t
Mount Sion and let lodgings, was a
2 Ms Wafer Crackers
26(
Ice Cream Powder, 'Pkg 1*Ze
it basalt Blueing
10c
Wash I ngion , July 12.--ln the opin- notorious character, accorditg to '
2 10c cans Pork and Beans
Ihe
5 Tie Brooms only
lIe
Fancy Bacon by strip Rt. 20c
Fig, Newton's, a Th
10c ion handed down today from the In- Tit-Bits. When his rooms were uniet
4 Tie Brooms only
20c
10 Os. Sweet or Sour Piccommission,
by
terstate
emittnerce
Buckwheat
congregation
re.
the
}emir
were quickly appris26c
16 Oa. Mops oily
20c
kles
10e
rule
is laid ed of the fact, for at such times hn .
3 Pkgs..Choeolate Fingers
25c Commissioner Harlan, the
?bá No. 1 Granulated subottles Heinz's 15c
2
2 Jello lee Cream Powder
25t down that while the rate flied by the persisted in airing out the psalm
•
gar for
42c
Ketchup
25e
eta or Maccaront 16t state statues of the state commIsekut "Mount Sion ii a pleasant place if,
2 Pkgs. El
!dwell,"
or
was
natural and prePerlY Brained
.....
Lealois a 4oten
20c to respectful eAms1deratioe, it has no
advertising CAIllpfsigli remil xtract. any tiavor
he
15c greater sanctity, as appliell to the in2 cans Veal or Ham (mat
The Broadway Store.
r
Ific terstate traffic, than the rate estate late. most other things &trim/
Old Phogo 1179
206 Broadway
3 The 20c Coffee
....
New Phorse 1176
.50c tidied by thilread ermiptintee. and that haaltwoo--your prospects 111.4414Pd24 lb bag Omega Flour
80c the eointelleelon 'rabid not bilaltate,'whet/heir you realise It or saw,

!

PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS

Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113-a.

LOUIS CLARK'S

SPECIALS

Saturday Specials July 13
FREE

AY we have some money-saving
SATURD
opportunities for the men. By buying
here you save 21 cents on every $1.00 shirt:
This means that we will sell regular lines
and standard brands of $1.00 shirts 19r

79c
There are all sizes and kinds
a•••••••••

See Window Display

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

FREE

COFFEE CO.

1

•

•

